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The development of geographic information systems (GIS) has 

changed the way in which geographers are able to visualize and 

investigate spatial topics. current research has now shown a 

need to incorporate the element of time into a GIS for the 

purpose of better understanding the processes that are related 

to change. This study investigates two methods of creating 

spatiotemporal databases, using the evolution of an airline 

route system as an example. Also discussed are the ways in 

which a user-friendly interface may be incorporated for easier 

data exploration. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper will focus on the incorporation of temporal 

data into a Geographic Information System (GIS) as well as 

address the issues of designing and actually creating a 

spatiotemporal database. In addition there will be an attempt 

to explore ways in which a GIS can visually display its 

temporal findings, in a user-friendly way, to answer such 

questions as: 

When did this condition exist? 

Where and when did change occur? 

What type of change occurred? 

What is the magnitude of change? 

While the purpose of this thesis is not to provide a 

thorough investigation into the philosophical realm of time, 

nor to answer the question, "What is time?", a brief look at 

our conceptual view of the subject is relevant. It could be 

said that time is a mysterious phenomenon that can, at least 

in the real world, only be perceived by its effects. 

Beginning with Aristotle (and most probably long before) 

philosophers have been fascinated with the notion of 
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subdivisions of space that are linked together by time. There 

has been much delving into the proposition of a fourth 

dimension, and by the early 1920 1 s, most scientists had 

adopted Einstein's Theory of Special Relativity where time is 

a fourth dimension that interacts with space (Freeman and 

Sellons 1971). According to Einstein, time and space are not 

separate. something cannot exist at some place without also 

existing at some time; neither can it exist at some time 

without existing at some place (Zukav 1979). 

Most of us, in the everyday world of people, places and 

things, tend to perceive of time as something which marks its 

course along a linear dimension, extending endlessly into the 

past and into the future (Lauer 1981). This construct allows 

events to be placed along a forward-moving temporal course 

where the past is usually perceived as being to the bottom, 

left, or back and the future to the top, right or front, with 

the present lying somewhere between the two (Aaronson 1972). 

Thus time becomes a significant element of most social 

systems, allowing us to measure events, put them into some 

manner of logical sequence, and determine the magnitude of 

change. Many disciplines have emphasized the importance of 

time in relation to their endeavors; for the intention of this 

thesis we will consider time only as it is coupled with 

geography and the analysis of space. 
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Most of us tend to consider time and space as separate 

because that is the way we think we experience them. For 

example, we seem to have some control over our position in 

space, but none over our position in time. There is nothing 

we can do about the flow of time. we can decide to stand 

perfectly still, in which our location in space does not 

change, but there is no way we can stand still in time. Even 

though Einstein's Theory of Special Relativity has 

legitimately challenged this way of thinking, within the 

geographer's world of spatial analysis, and especially where 

digital data is concerned, it is generally more practical when 

space and time remain as separately recorded occurrences 

(Langran 1992a). 

Since geography can be described, in part, as the study 

of spatial patterns and interactions, it is also necessary to 

consider the sequences in which these patterns and 

interactions occur. If one event precedes or follows another, 

then the element of time becomes a meaningful component of 

geographic analysis. One of the first conceptual models which 

involved the application of time was proposed by the 

geographer Davis (1899). His work centered around the 

geomorphic cycles of land erosion. Other more recent 

approaches have included models of diffusion and the rates 

with which certain phenomena spread over geographic space. The 
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need to include time in geographic inquiry cannot be disputed; 

the major obstacle has always been how to successfully do it. 

Looking back at the development of geography as a 

discipline, we can quickly recognize that perhaps the most 

critical instrument in its application has been the map. Maps 

are two-dimensional representations of features in graphic 

form and for centuries they were artfully created by hand. In 

today•s world, however, the introduction of computer mapping 

in general, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in 

particular, has radically transformed the ways in which we 

deal with spatial data. Many types of analytical mapping 

tasks that were difficult, if not impossible, with paper maps 

are now becoming feasible within the scope and power of modern 

GIS. 

A geographic information system is a computer-assisted 

system for the capture, storage, retrieval, analysis and 

display of spatial data (Clarke, 1986). Yet despite the many 

advances in GIS during the past decade, one area of major 

deficiency in today • s GIS is the lack of development in 

temporal GIS, where 11 time11 is considered of equal importance 

along with other spatial attributes such as size, distance or 

location. 
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Another issue related to temporal GIS involves the 

methods with which we generate graphic displays to present the 

effect of time on geographic data. This is known as the 

"visualization" component within the GIS research community. 

Unfortunately, time-series maps have often been too visually 

complex for efficient comprehension and application by users. 

For example, if several maps, representing an area over the 

past fifty years, are displayed side-by-side, the immediate 

visual impact of all that has been added may make it difficult 

for us to see or evaluate what has been deleted. Although the 

principles of developing and designing displays for spatial 

data have been explored by map makers for centuries, it has 

been argued that little use has been made of such principles 

in the realm of GIS and that future research is crucial 

(Buttenfield and Mackaness, 1991). 

There are two fundamental ways of representing geographic 

data in a GIS. Raster representation incorporates a set of 

cells located in columns and rows; each cell is independently 

given the value of an attribute. In a vector representation, 

features appear as points, lines, or areas and are basically 

sets of interconnected coordinates that can be linked to given 

attributes. In an attempt to briefly explore the 11 time11 and 

"visualization" components of geographic data, this thesis 

will address change patterns only as they apply to line 

features within a vector GIS. Specifically, this study will 
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incorporate the route networks of Delta Air Lines for selected 

years between 1938 and 1993, with the intention of actually 

creating and comparing two separate GIS databases. Following 

is a brief summary of the remainder of the thesis and the 

manner in which it will be presented. 

Organization of Thesis 

Chapter II is a literature review. It is basically 

confined to writings of approximately the past fifteen years, 

those pertaining to the issues of time and visualization as 

they apply to computers, although some earlier pioneer studies 

are cited. This chapter discusses the fundamental functions 

of a temporal GIS as well as different approaches, both 

theoretical and empirical, to designing a database that 

effectively incorporates time. In addition, it recounts 

current efforts in digital display of spatial phenomena and 

includes a discussion of the relevance of visualization in GIS 

research. 

Chapter III elaborates on the data and methods used in 

this study. It outlines technical procedures for converting 

actual data into digital format within a GIS and the various 

considerations employed during the design of a spatiotemporal 

database. Different techniques and goals for geographic 

visualization within a GIS are discussed. 
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Chapter IV is an examination and analysis of the results. 

It compares the different design approaches in terms of 

storage space required, data retrieval time, the time required 

to create the database and the overall complexity levels of 

the database design. This chapter also discusses the 

different approaches used for visualization of spatiotemporal 

data and offers comparisons in terms of their performance 

levels. 

Chapter V is a summary of the entire study. It discusses 

any shortcomings and offers suggestions for further research. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Time and Geography 

Time, and its ultimate effect of change, has played an 

important role in the development of geographical knowledge. 

Historical geographers have struggled with time/space problems 

since about 1925, yet it has only been within the last several 

decades that they have been able to introduce quantitative 

models to better address the issues. Models of diffusion were 

among the first organized approaches to investigating the 

effects of time and space upon the affairs of humans (Langran, 

1992a). Diffusion models are valuable for studying the 

patterns that certain phenomena create over space and the 

relationship of distance to time. Hagerstrand • s original work 

on the spatial diffusion of innovations attracted many 

geographers to pursue research in this direction (de Blij and 

Muller, 1986). 

Hagerstrand also suggested Time Geography (1970), a less 

complicated but equally creative method of observing the 

effects of time and space on human concerns. Time and space 

can graphically be represented along horizontal and vertical 
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axes with a potential relationship between the two. This has 

often been referred to as a space-time prism. 

Other early efforts include those by Berry (1964) where 

geographic data is presented in a matrix. Each row of this 

basic matrix demonstrates variation of some nonspatial 

characteristic or attribute while each column contains 

locational information. Thus every cell contains a 

"geographic fact" incorporating some characteristic at some 

place. Berry contends, however, that this representation is 

deficient in one respect; a single characteristic observed at 

a single location must necessarily also be observed at a 

particular point in time. If viewed at any other time it 

would be different. Therefore a new approach is taken by 

demonstrating time as a third dimension of the matrix; each 

time period will form a 11slice11 of the basic two-dimensional 

matrix as they are stacked in sequence (Figure 2.1). When it 

was first introduced, this system was more conceptual than 

functional. It has taken computer technology, and more 

specifically geographic information systems, to provide a 

realistic means for representing and analyzing the additional 

dimension of time. 

This concept of striving to include time, attribute, and 

location all together in the study and representation of 

geographic data provides the framework for much contemporary 
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investigation by GIS researchers. Today•s technology, 

however, can successfully deal with only location and 

attribute. Perhaps one of the best accounts of how we 

currently deal with these three qualities is provided by 

Sinton (1978). Sinton contends that, although desirable, at 

the present time we have no way of measuring all three 

concurrently. At best, one is assigned a fixed value, a 

second is controlled within a range of values, and only then 

can the third be evaluated. Table 2.1 is a representation of 

different types of geographic data as they fit into this 

context. 

Table 2.1 An example of structural form for geographic 
data (from Sinton, 1978). 

Fixed controlled Evaluated 

Soil Map Time Attribute Location 

Transportation Network Time Attribute Location 

Census Data Time Location Attribute 

Weather Reports Location Time Attribute 

Tide Tables Location Attribute Time 

Since mapped data fix time, we generally encounter a 

representation of only one slice of time. Consider, for 

example, a road map. Time would be an absolute constant, but 

we could control the attribute under consideration, say 
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highways with more than 2 lanes. Only at this point can we 

evaluate location. Data that fix location rather than time 

include weather maps for specific locations. In this 

situation, attributes (i.e., temperature or precipitation) are 

measured and evaluated over a controlled range of time. 

The great challenge in creating a temporal GIS is to fix 

neither time nor location. Of course the ultimate goal lies 

in the direction of not fixing any of the three components of 

geographic data (Langran, 1992a). 

cartographic Time 

Traditionally, cartography has been limited to a two

dimensional endeavor with a final product that occupies a 

sheet of paper. Through the incorporation of various graphic 

symbols it has been possible to augment a paper map to include 

the representation of an additional dimension, for example 

elevation. But what of time? Should it be regarded then as 

a forth dimension? And if so, how can it be represented in a 

manner suited to the procedure or application at hand? 

Any discussion of cartographic time necessitates the 

significant distinction between when particular events 

actually occur in the world and when they are recorded into a 

geographic database (Armstrong, 1988; Langran, 1992a). These 
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two aspects of time have been referred to in the literature as 

•valid• and •transactional• (Snodgrass and Ahn, 1987), 

•extrinsic• and •recording history• (Ariav, 1986), and •world• 

and •database• time (Langran, 1992a). 

Although aspatial, a patient•s medical history is a good 

example of this temporal combination. World time registers a 

chronology of medical facts and findings; if an error is 

detected, it would not be corrected by erasure, but rather by 

posting an amendment (in database time). Langran (1992a) 

comments on the necessity of both distinctions of cartographic 

time: "Inclusion of both world and database time is 

particularly important to a decision-support system. For 

example, unless a database can be viewed in its state when a 

decision was made, that decision may appear to be flawed if 

data were altered postactively11 (p. 34). 

Snodgrass and Ahn (1987) elaborate on this distinction of 

cartographic time and further describe the following four ways 

in which temporal data may be organized. 

Static. In this situation only the current state is 

recorded; when new data are added, all changed data are 

eliminated. such an approach renders it impossible to 

reconstruct any type of temporal sequences. 
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static Rollback. With this method, each prior state is 

saved in time-indexed configuration. It then becomes 

possible to observe time slices (rollbacks), but changes 

can be made to only the most recent entry in the 

database. such a system, while an improvement over the 

static, is still limited in its application. 

Historical. In historical databases, a record is kept 

for the entire existence (world time) of an entity. This 

record may be specified as single points in time or as an 

entire interval of time. In this approach updates are 

possible, regardless of the record 1 s position in the 

database. 

Temporal. In a truly temporal database, both world and 

database time are maintained. This is critical since new 

information might shed light or cast doubt on existing 

database material and necessitate an amendment or 

update. 

Clearly, incorporation of the various aspects of 

cartographic time into a GIS presents researchers with a 

functional challenge. The conceptual development thus far, 

while ambitious and determined, has proven to be problematic 

for actual implementation into today•s GIS (Armstrong, 1988; 

Hunter and Williamson, 1990; Langran, 1992a). 
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Development of a Spatiotemporal GIS 

Although not specifically involving GIS, one early work 

by Bassoglu and Morrison (1977) is pertinent. Using a 

hierarchical data structure, they created a u.s. Historical 

County Data File containing the various changes that had 

occurred to county boundaries in several states from 1790 to 

1970. The database was designed to furnish a time slice 

snapshot of county boundaries as of a requested date. 

Although unable to respond to queries on how two time slices 

differ, it was still a notable effort in attempting to portray 

spatiotemporality. 

A similar but more recent attempt was introduced by 

Hunter and Williamson (1990). For the purpose of creating a 

historical digital cadastral database, each land parcel was 

assigned the attributes of "date of creation" and "date of 

cessation." These attributes were then used during processing 

to determine whether or not a parcel was current at any 

particular time. 

The limited availability of historical spatiotemporal 

data, however, has created problems for research in the above

mentioned approaches. Langran ( 1992a) argues that, "aside 
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from air photos and satellite images, very little temporal 

coverage data exist, and when they do, the collection 

intervals may not suit the needs of the researcher" (p. 17). 

Also, the scarcity of obtainable data affects the subjects 

that are explored; for example, it has been easier to conduct 

studies involving census data than studies of transportation 

networks (Cliff et al., 1979). 

Perhaps the most common early model for dealing with 

spatiotemporal data is the snapshot sequence of time slices 

(Langran, 1992a). Each snapshot in the series represents the 

state of affairs at a particular time (Figure 2. 2) • Monmonier 

(1990) refers to this strategy as chess maps and suggests that 

two time slices be juxtaposed so that the user can compare the 

pattern at Time 1 with the pattern at Time 2. (For 

illustration purposes he uses two chess boards side-by-side 

with the players in different positions; hence the name chess 

maps.) 

Although an appealing and easy to understand model, time 

slices are not without major problems. one dilemma lies in the 

fact that snapshots represent states, but do not represent the 

events which actually cause change from one state to the next. 

In other words, they reveal the patterns of change but say 

nothing of the processes. 
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Figure 2.2 Time slice snapshots representing the evolution 
of a network. 
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Beller (1991) introduces the concept of "events" within 

the framework of a raster GIS and emphasizes the need for more 

empirical research on this concept. Describing a search for 

causal relationships between data at different times, he uses 

cloud cover as an example of an 11 event. 11 Satellite images 

provide a rich source of cell-based data for this research. 

In a discussion centered around temporal GIS, Langran (1992b) 

suggests three major types of data that would need to be 

included: states, events, and evidence. States are what we 

see when we view a single snapshot or time slice. Events are 

the actual occurrences that cause one state to change into 

another, and evidence is the documented source that informs us 

of the change. A truly temporal GIS would differ from a 

snapshot time series in that it gives information about 

changes rather that just showing them. With all temporal 

change well documented, future users of the GIS would find 

themselves better equipped to explain the how and why of 

certain geographic processes. 

Another problem with the snapshot approach to describing 

change over a period of time is that of data redundancy 

(Armstrong, 1988; Hunter and Williamson, 1990; Langran, 

1992a). Regardless of how minimal the change, a completely 

new snapshot must be produced at each new slice of time. This 

necessitates duplicating all unchanged data and thus places a 

heavy burden on storage requirements within the system. It 
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must be remembered that spatial data alone can tax a computer 

system's capacity; when temporal data is added, the results 

could become overpowering. From a mechanical point of view, 

such massive amounts of data could also severely affect data 

retrieval time. 

In addition, the time slice snapshot strategy raises the 

issue of temporal resolution. The description of change can 

only be effective if the intervals of time between each 

snapshot corresponds with the needs of the application. When 

long or irregular stretches of time separate slices, 

intermediate changes and events can only be guessed at. This 

may or may not generate problems. For example, certain 

elements, such as road systems in the u.s., remained unchanged 

for many decades. Then there was a sudden burst of continued 

development due to the adoption of the automobile, use of 

concrete for highways, plus other economic and political 

events. In an application such as this, long intervals would 

be very appropriate for the earlier years of the study, while 

shorter intervals should be invoked when change becomes more 

intense. 

Beller et.al. (1991) consider the possibilities of 

temporal interpolation for circumstances when shorter 

intervals are desirable but data is not available. On the 

other hand, overly comprehensive data sets, gathered at narrow 
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time intervals, revert everything back to the question of 

redundancy. There are obvious trade-offs to be considered, 

such as the additional cost of a finer time resolution against 

the possible loss of valuable detail. 

Clearly, there are many dilemmas that require attention. 

one possible solution proposed by Langran ( 1992a) is the 

space-time composite. This approach requires the initial 

identification of a base state upon which additional time 

slices are overlayed, creating features having attribute 

histories distinct from those of their neighbors. Figure 2.3 

shows a space-time composite of Figures 2. 2 • s snapshots. 

Conceptually, composites should be feasible with all three 

geographic features, lines, points and polygons; current 

software, however, may prove to be restrictive. 

Spatiotemporal Databases 

Since GIS analysis is performed on a cartographic 

database (a digital record of mapped features) rather than on 

a map itself, the design of and the ability to access such a 

database is critical. The incorporation of temporality into 

spatial databases produces considerable complexity in data 

representations; a large body of current research has thus far 

focused only on aspatial applications (Armstrong, 1988). And 
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Figure 2.3 Space time composite of network evolution. 
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since the most prevalent database model in use by current GIS 

is the relational model, much of the literature is directed 

toward this approach. 

In a relational database the data are stored in simple 

records known as tuples. Each tuple contains an ordered set 

of attributes (items) whose values are grouped together in 

two-dimensional tables often referred to as relations (Figure 

2.4). Data are extracted from a relational database through 

user-defined requests, or queries. This type of database 

structure is very flexible and allows for relatively easy 

addition, removal, or updating of data. The disadvantage of 

relational databases, however, lies in the considerable amount 

of time required for the system to perform specific searches 

(Burruogh, 1986). This can be a serious obstacle when the 

enormous storage requirement of temporal data is considered. 

Xiao et. al. (1989) and Langran (1992a) both provide 

thorough discussions and comparisons of several approaches to 

temporal relational database design. Three possible options 

include generating new versions of either tables, tuples, or 

attributes. If a new table is created every time there is any 

change, storage efficiency and retrieval time is going to 

suffer. However, this approach is conceptually simple and 

links well with the prevailing practice of generating time 

slice snapshots. 
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Figure 2.4 A feature coverage and its corresponding 
relational table. 
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Creating new versions of tuples avoids some of the 

redundancy problems associated with table versioning. One 

method involves giving each tuple time stamps to bracket 

intervals of world time, database time, or both. New tuples 

may be added at any time and old ones are removed by altering 

their time stamp. 

The third approach recommends attribute-level versions; 

when change occurs to an object, the only thing altered is an 

attribute item. While obviously more compact than the other 

methods, this technique requires variable length items within 

the table and could present problems at a future time in the 

database's evolution. 

A decision for database design, at present, should be 

made on the basis of expected queries to the system (Langran, 

1992a). Therefore it is highly unlikely that there will be 

any single approach to creating a spatiotemporal GIS that will 

ultimately satisfy all users• needs. 

on implementing temporal data into 

Organizations planning 

their decision-making 

processes will need to carefully reflect on the many trade

offs that are currently involved. 
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Visualization 

since a GIS communicates its results through the language 

of maps and tables, visualization becomes an extremely 

important component for understanding the processes of 

geographic change (Buttenfield and Mackaness, 1991). And when 

we take into consideration the growing reliance on geographic 

information systems in the area of decision-making, the 

improvement of visualization techniques becomes an urgent 

matter. As Clapham (1992) points out, "widespread use and 

misuse of information products have raised new issues of 

liability" (p.138). Weibel and Buttenfield (1992) have also 

shown concern: "the quality of displays impacts upon the 

credibility of the visual interpretation generated from those 

displays, and attention to design may effect better decisions" 

(p. 225). 

studies of the relationship between visualization and 

successful decision-making are beginning to appear more 

frequently in the literature. Armstrong, et.al. (1992) focus 

on the significance of cartographic display to support 

location-allocation models and the possible solutions these 

models may suggest. Xiong (1992) provides similar research, 

placing emphasis on the importance of integrating 

visualization techniques with traffic flow modeling. Not only 

does he propose tools for visual interpretation of the final 
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model results, but also suggests that modelers should have the 

ability to observe the modeling procedure as it is being 

carried out and to make modifications instantaneously via a 

user interface. 

Geographical data and patterns tend to be complex, and, 

as has already been mentioned, when the attribute of time is 

included the results can be overwhelming. Therefore, any 

visualization system must take into consideration not only the 

immediate goals of the display or analysis, but also the 

different users for which it is intended (Dorling, 1992). Do 

we wish to convey simple or complex messages? How much does 

the user already know about the subject? What symbols will 

the user understand? Although there is usually some intuitive 

element of artistic design involved, it must always be 

remembered that the most magnificent maps or impressive 

graphic displays are useless if they do not convey accurate, 

understandable information. 

Basic Definitions of Visualization 

Although beyond the scope of this paper, there have been 

significant studies into the human sensory and cognitive 

systems and their ability to recognize visual pattern 

(Arnheim, 1974; Rosslyn, 1988). What does have relevance, 

however, are definitions of visualization offered by various 
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disciplines whose research activities relate to GIS. 

the most current and frequently referenced 

visualization is that of "scientific" visualization. 

Perhaps 

form of 

Simply 

defined, this refers to using visual tools (usually computer 

graphics) to help scientists examine data and acquire 

understanding. Emphasis is on purposeful data exploration, 

search for pattern, and development of hypotheses. 

MacEachren and Monmonier ( 1992) have referred to the 

addition of computers to visualization as a "visualization 

revolution" and predict as similar an impact on geographic 

inquiry as the quantitative revolution had in the 1960s. 

Human vision is now being given a more balanced status along 

with mathematics and formal logic. In a report from an 

initiative on visualization in scientific Computing (Vise, 

established by the US National Science Foundation) the 

following definition of visualization was submitted: 

"Visualization is a method of computing. It 

transforms the symbolic into the geometric, 

enabling researchers to observe their simulations 

and computations. Visualization •... studies those 

mechanisms in humans and computers which allow them 

in concert to perceive, use and communicate visual 

information" (McCormick et al, 1987, p. 3). 
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computer-assisted visualization has enormous impacts for 

geography. In contrast to paper maps, with computers we can 

depict movement and change, create multiple views of the same 

data, mix maps with other graphics and provide a functional 

user interaction with the displays we create (MacEachren and 

Monmonier, 1992). The position for this type of visualization 

within GIS is portrayed in a definition suggested by 

Buttenfield and Mackaness (1992, p. 432) 

"Visualization is the process of representing 

information synoptically for the purpose of 

recognizing, communicating and interpreting pattern 

and structure. Its domain encompasses the 

computational, cognitive and mechanical aspects of 

generating, organizing, manipulating and 

comprehending such representations." 

Visualization and GIS 

Visual display is the manner in which a GIS describes its 

contents and conclusions to its users. It is important to 

realize, however, that maps are only one of several possible 

end products. The analytical component of geographic 

information systems has made it possible to greatly enhance 

our understanding of geographic and spatial processes, and the 
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graphic displays we create to illustrate these processes may 

not even be close to what we have commonly referred to in the 

past as "maps." These may include tables and graphs, 

meaningful use of symbols to emphasize trends or 

relationships, three-dimensional displays, remotely sensed 

images, and more recently, even animation and the use of sound 

(Muehrcke, 1990; MacEachren et al., 1992). 

But regardless of whether the end product is a map or 

anything else, good GIS software must be able to communicate, 

not just dazzle. It must be informative and not just 

impressive. While partly a matter of aesthetics, maps or 

other displays must be based on effective standards agreed 

upon by the communities which both create and then finally use 

them. Unfortunately, many of today•s users of GIS are not 

trained in the design and creation of graphics and may 

generate maps that actually confuse the end user. Weibel and 

Buttenfield (1992) address this dilemma and suggest ways to 

improve the quality of GIS visual displays. They introduce an 

approach termed "amplified intelligence" which follows along 

the lines of developing a system which would automatically 

create maps that adhere to basic pre-defined design 

principles. Eight basic visual variables are examined: the 

two dimensions of the plane (i.e., xjy), size, texture, color 

(i.e., hue), value (i.e., lightness or darkness), shape, and 

finally orientation. They note, however, that each variable 
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has its own particular properties with respect to its 

proficiency in transcribing information. For instance, there 

is some data where color would not be the best variable to use 

for display. Yet because it is so visually appealing, color 

is often used, and mis-used, excessively by GIS users 

unfamiliar with essential principles. Weibel and 

Buttenfields•s proposed system would automatically take into 

consideration the correct use of these symbolic variables, as 

well as other important elements of graphic design. 

Other current visualization research points to the heavy 

demand for effective human-computer interaction (Muehrcke, 

1990; Buttenfield and Mackaness, 1991; MacEachren et al., 

1992; Peterson, 1993). Since all the information needed to 

display a map or other graphic image is stored digitally in 

computer files, the map user potentially has access to this 

data. Given a properly designed interface, users can direct 

questions to the digital database and have the answers appear 

in a visual display. They can also point to a feature on 

their computer screen and the software will respond with 

information specifically linked to that feature. In addition, 

today' s technology has made it possible to use multiple 

windows to generate several displays at a single time, and to 

create menus with familiar icons that relieve end users from 

having to deal with burdensome GIS commands. Buttenfield and 

Mackaness (1991) believe that the most important issues in 
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future GIS visualization research will focus on human-computer 

interaction. 

Visual Representation of Temporal Data 

Maps and graphs have long been used to depict change, but 

we have always been limited to their static representation of 

what we know in reality as a continually changing world. With 

the introduction of a temporal GIS we would like to be able to 

create visual displays in answer to inquiries such as: 

> What changed? 

> What is the magnitude of change? 

> When did it change? 

Mapping techniques currently available to describe these 

spatiotemporal constructs are limited (Langran, 1992a). Most 

frequently they involve time sequences or a series of time 

slice snapshots observed side by side, usually leaving the 

viewer with the burden of deciphering change patterns. Other 

fundamental strategies for the visualization of geographic 

time-series data are discussed by Monmonier (1990). These 

include time-series graphs with time scaled along the 

horizontal axis and either location or attribute scaled along 

the vertical axis, trend diagrams showing general patterns of 

movement or change, and temporal scroll-bars providing either 

discrete or continuous reference to time. While a good 
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beginning, these techniques fall short of the desired goal of 

a temporal GIS mentioned earlier, that of not having to fix 

any of the three components of geographic data (i.e., 

location, attribute and time). 

Animation and Other Future Trends 

One recent innovation, which goes beyond the static view 

of the world that a single map can provide, is cartographic 

animation. Animation allows us to incorporate time directly 

into a visual display (MacEachren et al., 1992). An excellent 

example in current use are the animated maps produced from 

meteorological satellite data depicting weather systems as 

they traverse the continent. 

Peterson (1993) notes that map animation is not new, but 

contends that a lack of effective software tools has probably 

been the major obstacle preventing more widespread 

implementation. His research examines the techniques used to 

create choropleth map animation and incorporates the 

computerized display of a rapid sequence of already complete 

maps. 

Dorling (1992) presents a series of cartographic 

animation and visualization case studies and explores several 

problematic issues that have become apparent as research 
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progresses. Of special interest is one study of the changing 

voting patterns in ten British general elections from 1955 to 

1987. The animation was recorded on video and shown to a 

variety of individuals and groups. Interestingly, almost 

everyone who viewed the video wished to control it personally, 

to be able to rewind, pause or fast-forward to enable them to 

better grasp what was being shown. Therefore, one major 

obstacle with animation is that if we cannot control its 

progress ourselves, the picture or map may change before we 

have had time to understand it. Dorling agrees with others 

previously cited that human-computer interaction is of utmost 

significance regardless of whether the display is static or 

animated. 

Another ongoing time and motion study, the ATLAS TOURING 

PROJECT, is being conducted by Monmonier (1992). The goal of 

this project is the development of a narrative sequence of 

maps which interact with statistical graphs and other 

pictorial images, tables and text. The key element is a type 

of "graphic script" and an appropriate metaphor to describe 

the graphic display would be the progression of acts and 

scenes within a play. Monmonier has employed moving arrows, 

blinking bars and polygons, and colors that change hue and 

value. 
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summary 

This review of issues relating to spatiotemporal GIS as 

well as visualization suggests that while active research has 

been launched, much of it still remains within the realm of 

conceptualization rather than in functional applications. 

Geography has a history of bridging diverse worlds; it enables 

us to synthesize a wide variety of information and develop 

approaches to solving problems. The ongoing development of 

spatiotemporal GIS and the visualization tools necessary for 

its success will continue to offer opportunities to do just 

that. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY FOR HANDLING NETWORK EVOLUTION DATA 

Basic Considerations 

This study was devised to implement spatiotemporal data 

into a GIS and, then, create a user-friendly visualization 

interface for end users to retrieve, display, and understand 

the effects of time on geographic features. Although 

geographic data is typically represented in a vector GIS as 

points, lines or polygons, only the evolution of linkages in 

an airline network is examined in this project. 

Since the deregulation of domestic airlines in 1978, 

many changes have occurred in the route structure of the major 

air carriers in the United states. Perhaps the most 

significant by-product of deregulation has been an 

implementation of the hub-and-spoke network structure used 

currently by most of the airline industry (Lopuszynski, 1986). 

In a hub-and-spoke network, a hub functions as a central point 

which collects and disburses passengers between a set of city 

pairs connected to the hub. A number of studies by 

geographers (O'Kelly, 1986; Grove and o•Kelly, 1986; Shaw, 
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1993) have examined this structure, searching for patterns 

and underlying spatial processes. In the past, investigation 

into patterns involving spatiotemporal data have been 

predisposed to using primarily statistical analysis. With the 

advent of GIS, however, it is now possible to formulate an 

additional visual exploration of the spatial processes leading 

to pattern development, in this case the evolution of an 

airline hub-and-spoke network. 

Using the routes of Delta Air Lines, this study attempts 

to show the advantages of utilizing GIS to study the emergence 

of this hub-and-spoke structure and its continued evolution. 

Though it would have been preferable to use finer intervals of 

time for the examination of network changes, such information 

was not accessible. Therefore, this study uses Delta•s route 

structure for the following years: 1938, 1941, 1946, 1948, 

1953, 1961, 1972, 1978, 1985, 1990, and 1993. The data up to, 

and including, 1978, was obtained from Delta: The History of 

an Airline (Lewis and Newton, 1979); the remaining information 

was coded from published Delta time tables. 

The design and layout of any GIS database should always 

take into consideration the end users it is intended for as 

well as the queries to which it will be subjected. Therefore, 

an initial step is to specify particular questions that might 

be posed to a spatiotemporal GIS. The following list presents 
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some of the queries that we would like this airline network 

database to respond to: 

> What routes were discontinued between ___ (yr) 

and ___ (yr)? 

> What routes were added between ___ (yr) and ___ (yr)? 

Has there ever been service between ____ (city) and 

____ (city)? If so, when did it begin? When did 

it end? 

> What is the increase, or decrease, in the size of 

the entire network between ___ (yr) and ___ (yr)? 

Number of miles? 

Number of direct routes? 

Number of cities serviced? 

> How many routes originate from ____ (city) in 

___ (yr)? 

> Are there any routes that were discontinued and then 

restored again? If so, when did this occur? 

> What cities has Delta served in the past that are 

no longer part of the network in ___ (yr)? 

Two approaches are used in designing and creating a 

spatiotemporal database for these route networks. The first 

involves creating a separate digital map file (time slice 

snapshot) for each year included in the study. The second 

approach entails creating a space-time composite, a single 

digital map file including any route segments that ever 
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existed in any of the selected years. This second approach 

includes additional attribute items denoting the beginning and 

ending year of a segment•s history on the network. Also known 

as 11 time stamps", these items indicate when a route segment 

was added, removed, added back again, or removed again. This 

approach also requires the creation of relational tables for 

each year in the study. These relational tables are necessary 

since attribute data associated with a specific link in the 

network (e.g., average number of daily flights) is likely to 

change from one year to the next. 

Creating the Database 

The selected GIS software for the project is ARC/INFO, 

Rev. 6.1.1, running on a sun Sparcstation II with 32 MB RAM 

memory. The following steps were used to convert the network 

data of Delta Air Lines into digital format for the all 

inclusive space-time composite. At various points in the 

process it was necessary to compose and implement several AML 

(Arc Macro Language) programs to accommodate the large data 

files or respond to specific queries. All AML's used in this 

project are included in Appendix B, cataloged in alphabetical 

order. 

Using the available sources, it was necessary to 

determine every city Delta Air Lines has ever incorporated 
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into their route system for the selected years of the study. 

For consistency, the standard three-letter airport code 

employed by the airline industry is used throughout. The 

longitude and latitude for each of these cities was recorded 

as well as a unique ID number. 

Operating within ARC/INFO, the program ALLCITIES.AML was 

executed. This AML accomplishes the following tasks: 

> converts degrees and minutes of longitude and 

latitude to decimal degrees. 

> creates a temporary file for the purpose of 

generating points. 

> generates a point coverage for all Delta 

cities. 

The PROJECT command in ARC/INFO was then used to convert 

the coordinates in this point coverage from decimal degrees to 

a UTM coordinate system in meters. A corresponding data file 

was also established containing each city•s three-letter 

airport code and its new X,Y coordinates in meters. This file 

is necessary at a later stage for the generation of the actual 

routes (lines). 

Another data file was created for storing all route 

segments and their history. This file includes an ID number 
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for each route segment, the city pairs that the route 

connects, and the years it was in existence. 

These two data files (cities and their coordinates; 

routes and their histories), then became the input files for 

the program CITY-TO-XY.AML This program matches proper XY 

coordinates with each route segment and generates a line (ARC) 

coverage, in this case for the entire Delta route system. The 

OD.AML was then used to assign the proper city pair origin and 

destination codes to each route segment in the AAT (arc 

attribute table). 

Beginning and ending years, or 11 time stamps", were added 

to this space-time composite coverage by first executing 

BEGIN-END.AML, followed by the creation of an INFO file that 

is finally joined to the AAT. There were 28 records where 

routes ended but were later restored. Since the BEGIN-END.AML 

did not deal with this condition, these situations were 

addressed manually. Each route segment now has an attribute 

item "Bl" to indicate the year it began service and "El" to 

indicate when service ended. When routes were discontinued 

and then restored again, items 11B2 11 and 11 E2 11 are also 

utilized. 

The creation of a separate digital map file for each year 

in the study was accomplished with CREATE-DIFF-YRS.AML 
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followed by CITY-TO-XY.AML (used earlier to generate the whole 

space-time composite). It was necessary to execute these two 

AML's for each different year in the study; the result is 

eleven separate line coverages. A similar approach was used 

to produce eleven individual point coverages for the cities 

included in each given year. Maps of the space-time composite 

as well as all eleven time slices are included in Appendix A. 

For the purpose of focusing on patterns of change over 

time, every city was also given an index value for each 

different year it supplied service. This index was recorded 

as the number of direct routes into that city during a given 

year and was derived by executing the CREATE-CITY-INDEX.AML. 

Creating the Menu Interface 

A good user interface should be designed to follow a 

rational sequence, related to the given application, as well 

as to display an effective physical appearance or layout on 

the computer screen. Some applications may require the use of 

multiple windows shown concurrently, and these must be sized 

and positioned so that the end user is able to understand the 

information presented in a logical and visually pleasing 

manner. ARC/INFO provides for the creation of several 

different types of menus for user interface; this project 

utilizes pulldown menus and form menus (ESRI, 1991). with a 
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pulldown menu, a selection is made from a horizontal menu bar. 

This invokes a sub-menu which is seemingly "pulled down" from 

the menu bar. Form menus are unique as well as versatile. 

When carefully designed, they provide the user with a free 

form layout of symbols, or 11widgets, 11 which allow the user to 

choose and define the parameters of an operation before it is 

actually executed. 

The visual display and user interface components of this 

project are actually established around a series of menus that 

operate at various levels. The main menu, a pulldown menu, is 

located alone at the first level. It provides the user with 

several initial options: 

> Introduction 

> Graphic Query 

> Attribute Query 

> Evolution 

> Possible Queries 

> Exit Menu System 

If the user designates "Introduction," a new window is 

automatically opened on the screen. This display consists of 

text describing the over-all purpose of the database, what 

types of queries it will respond to, and includes instructions 

on how to use various features of the menu interface. At this 

point there is no subsequent level to access. 
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Selection of "Graphic Query" invokes a pull down menu with 

two alternatives; either display of actual networks at given 

years, or display of network changes between two years. This 

could be considered as level two of the interface. Following 

a choice at this level, the user is taken to level three. 

When display of actual networks is selected, it must then 

be decided whether to view a single year or multiple years. 

At this point, form menus are generated on the screen and the 

user can simply "point and click" on various options such as 

specific years to display, number of windows to be opened, and 

line color or symbol specification. There is also an option 

designated 11 Identify11 , where a screen cursor can be placed on 

a feature within the display and the system will respond with 

individual attribute data linked to that feature. 

When the user specifies a display of network changes, the 

menu will require a decision between a single change pattern 

or multiple change patterns. This is at level three. As 

before, form menus will appear on the screen for the selection 

of various options to be applied to the display. 

Returning to the main menu bar, a user could also choose 

"Attribute Query." This invokes a pulldown sub-menu directed 

to either attribute data associated with 11 Routes 11 or data 

associated with "Cities." Responses to specific queries will 
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be in text or numerical format and will appear in a window 

opened for this purpose. For example, if the user requested 

the number of cities that were added to the network between 

two given years, the system would display this number in the 

open window. It could also list the names of those cities if 

that was requested. 

"Attribute Query" also invokes a form menu where the user 

can select various logical expressions and logical operators. 

A logical expression uses a relational operator to make a 

comparison; the following are available for attribute query: 

Equal to 

Greater than > 

Greater than or equal to >= 

Less than < 

Less than or equal to <= 

contains CN 

In addition, the menu provides the logical operators AND 

and OR to make possible the creation of compound expressions. 

For example, the inquiry could be submitted, "What routes 

originate in Atlanta AND began service after 1978? 11 The user 

simply points and clicks on the desired attribute, relational 

operator, desired value, and logical operator; an AML program 

is activated and the response appears on the screen. 
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Another choice on the main menu bar is "Evolution." This 

option shows, in animated form, the cumulative growth of Delta 

Air Lines, using the eleven years that are incorporated in the 

study. This is accomplished with one line color used for the 

entire display, or with a different line color for each year 

as it is added. The user may designate either way. 

The final choice on the main menu is "Possible Queries." 

This offers several pre-structured questions where the user 

merely selects the question and fills in the blank (or 

blanks). For example, one question is "How many routes were 

added between 19 and 19 ?" 

This brings to light one very important consideration; 

the user is most likely unaware of the specific years used to 

create the original database. Therefore it is necessary that 

the interface provide a means of interpolation for a situation 

when the user specifies, for example, 1970, a year that was 

not included in the study. This is furnished in a very 

simplistic manner by an AML program that compares the 

requested year to the one just before and the one just after. 

It will then designate the closest one to be used in the query 

or graphic display. For a situation where the requested year 

is in the exact center, the program will default to the later 

year. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Three criteria are pertinent in appraising the usefulness 

of any database: 1.) the complexity of database design and 

the time investment needed to construct it, 2.) time required 

for data retrieval, and 3.) its demand on storage space. Also 

worthy of consideration, especially with a spatiotemporal GIS, 

are the kinds of geographical queries, change patterns, and 

data exploration that can or cannot be handled by the 

database. This chapter provides a discussion and comparison 

of the project•s two databases (i.e., single-year time slice 

coverages versus one total composite coverage) using the above 

criteria as a model. 

Complexity and creation Time 

As was indicated in the discussion on methodology, all 

coverages for this study were generated from data files 

containing X,Y coordinates. This completely eliminated the 

need for any manual digitizing, thereby saving an immense 
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amount of data input time. The composite coverage alone 

contains 769 route segments, a most burdensome digitizing task 

for anyone. Investigation of the flight time tables for 

direct routes within specific years proved to be the most time 

consuming endeavor at this point of the study. This step, 

however, would always have to be done, regardless of which 

type of database was planned. Using the AML 1 s and procedures 

outlined in Chapter III, there was little difference in the 

time required for the primary establishment of the two 

databases. Compilation of the additional relational data 

tables for the composite coverage (one for each year included 

in the study) did elevate the total time necessary for the 

implementation of this approach. 

Since the selected software was ARC/INFO, the proposed 

databases had to comply with the relational model. The single 

year time slice design proved to be the most straightforward 

and uncomplicated. This was accomplished by creating a 

separate line coverage for every year in the study; items in 

each individual attribute table include length, route ID, city 

pairs of origin and destination, and a code for whether or not 

service on a route segment was provided by Delta jet aircraft 

or smaller commuter planes. Should subsequent attribute 

information need to be attached to these time slice coverages, 

it may be achieved by simply constructing additional items in 

the AAT and adding the new data. This is a relatively simple 
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procedure in ARC/INFO. Since the design of the time slice 

database is basically clear and uncomplicated, it is suitable 

for simple queries, and provides a rapid response time. 

This data structure, however, cannot respond efficiently 

to queries on how two time slices differ. For example, it is 

impossible to obtain a response to the question, "What links 

have been deleted between 19 and 19 ? 11 We could display 

the two networks side-by-side and try to visually determine 

the answer for ourselves, but the database itself cannot give 

it to us. In order to do so, it must be augmented with 

additional data items that reveal history. For this reason, 

the single-year coverages in this study also include time 

stamps labeled B1, E1, B2, and E2. These time stamp items 

contain values equivalent to the first year a route segment 

began service, the year it ended, and, if necessary, the years 

it began and ended service for a second time. With these 

additional items, the solution to the above question is 

quickly retrieved. 

The composite coverage is more complex and demands that 

several preliminary design considerations be made before it is 

actually generated. A spatiotemporal GIS deals with both 

spatial and attribute changes over time. It follows then that 

the database must provide a means of showing and analyzing 
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those attribute changes that are associated with a single 

coverage feature (in this case, a line). For example, if 

service between two cities was provided by propeller aircraft 

in 1989 but was converted to jet aircraft in 1990, how can 

this information be stored in a one composite coverage? 

One method involves the establishment of items in the AAT 

representing each individual year included in the study. 

These items are then further redefined (sub-divided) to allow 

for supplementary attribute items. 

problematic in two ways. Since the 

This approach is 

item length must be 

defined at the time of creation, this concept will only allow 

for the addition of a fixed number of extra data items. 

Should further data become available at a later date, it would 

be impossible to incorporate it into this structure. On the 

other hand, if a long item length is initially introduced to 

accommodate many possible future additions, we may end up 

wasting valuable storage space. 

The above dilemma is solved by creating additional data 

files that 11 relate11 to the composite coverage AAT. As will be 

discussed in the next section, this approach is more complex 

and adds to response time for data retrieval, but it does make 

possible the unlimited addition of attribute data that may 

change from year to year. There is one relational file for 

every year in the study; they are each linked to the composite 
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coverage AAT by the route-ID. When further attribute data 

become available, a new item is defined within each relational 

file and the additional data is appended. There is no need to 

pre-define space for possible future attributes. 

Since some queries do not require specific attribute 

information but are simply concerned with basic feature 

changes between years, the time stamp items (Bl, El, B2, and 

E2) were also incorporated into the composite coverage AAT. 

While expanding the overall complexity of the database design, 

this addition is effective in decreasing response time to 

certain queries and graphic displays. 

Data Retrieval 

Data retrieval time was measured and evaluated in terms 

of both basic attribute query and graphic display. 

AML's were written and applied in three ways: 

> To the single-year, time slice coverages. 

Simple 

> To the composite coverage using the relate files. 

> To the composite coverage using the time stamps. 

Each set of AML's includes the necessary ARC/INFO 

commands to carry out a specific query or display, along with 

a directive to measure CPU performance time. The AML•s are 
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identical in every manner except for the structure and logic 

of the ARC/INFO "RESELECT11 command. Each database requires a 

different syntax due to its individual design. Since the 

performance time varied slightly within the execution of the 

same AML, ten sample times were collected for each run and 

then averaged. These averages are used in the following 

comparisons of performance time. 

The first set of AML 1 s proposed the simple query, "How 

many route segments originated in Atlanta in 19_?11 These 

were run in each of the three ways discussed above. The user 

may define the year to be queried and in this instance we used 

1946, 1978, and 1990. These years were chosen to represent 

small, medium, and large networks from the study (in all 

cases, the more recent the year the larger the network). The 

results are shown in Table 4.1. 

The second set of AML • s inquired, 11 How many route 

segments were added between 19 and 19 ? 11 Again, the user 

may provide the years for consideration. In an effort to 

cover several distinct ranges, the years applied were 

1946/1978, 1946/1990, and 1985/1990. As before, the intention 

was to include years having small, medium and large route 

systems since it was assumed that a longer response time 

would be associated with a larger network. The outcome of 

this process is displayed in Table 4.2. 
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The results were both predictable and surprising. Due to 

an uncomplicated and straightforward design structure, the 

group of single-year, time slice coverages returned the lowest 

retrieval time in all situations. And as was expected, there 

was a slight time increase as the selected networks expanded 

and became larger. It was also envisioned that the longest 

response time would come from the AML 1 s utilizing the 

composite coverage along with the relational files. This held 

true in every case. 

The unanticipated results came from the AML 1 s executed 

with the composite coverage and time stamp i terns. This 

response time always fell about midpoint between that for the 

single-year coverages and that for the composite with 

relational files. However, noticeably absent was the same 

progressive increase in time that had previously been 

associated with later years and larger networks. Table 4.1 

(TIME3A.AML) shows the average CPU time as virtually unchanged 

while Table 4.2 (TIME3B.AML) demonstrates an actual decrease. 
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Table 4.1 comparison of performance time for the query, "How 
many route segments originated in Atlanta in 19_?11 

AML SAMPLE YEARS (Mean CPU Response Time in Seconds) 

TIME1A.AML 
(single-year time 
slice coverages) 

TIME2A.AML 
(composite with 
relational files) 

TIME3A.AML 
(composite with 
time stamps) 

.117 

1.205 

.725 

.133 .254 

1.260 1.975 

.723 .725 

Table 4.2 Comparison of performance time for the query, 11How 
many segments were added between 19 and 19 ? 11 

AML SAMPLE YEARS (Mean CPU Response Time in Seconds) 

TIME1B.AML 
(single-year time 
slice coverages) 

TIME2B.AML 
(composite with 
relational files) 

TIME3B.AML 
(composite with 
times stamps) 

1946/1978 

.230 

2.113 

1.338 
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1946/1990 1985/1990 

.259 .284 

2.823 3.153 

1.207 1.111 



Two sets of AML's were also written and tested to measure 

performance time for graphic displays. Initially these were 

applied to only one given situation involving two pre-defined 

years. one set contained the ARC/INFO commands necessary to 

display routes systems for both 1985 and 1993, each in a 

different line color. The other set was slightly more 

complex, asking for a display of the change pattern between 

1953 and 1978 (here route segments are color-coded on the 

basis of whether they had been added, deleted or remained 

unchanged during the time interval between the two years). 

Following the outcome of the first two queries, however, it 

was decided to extend these display measurements to a wider 

selection of years. This was primarily conducted to measure 

retrieval time when the AML's were applied to the composite 

coverage with time stamps. would the outcomes for graphic 

display also tend to remain unchanged or decrease as the 

network grew in size? The results are shown in Table 4.3 and 

Table 4.4. 

The same phenomenon does indeed occur again. When tested 

for performance time, the approach using time stamps shows 

little change, or an actual decrease, as the volume of data 

increases. At present, there is no explanation for this; it 

is certainly deserving of further investigation. 
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Table 4.3 Comparison of performance time for the graphic 
display of networks from two separate years. 

AML SAMPLE YEARS (Mean CPU Response Time in Seconds) 

TIME1C.AML 
(single-year, time 
slice coverages) 

TIME2C.AML 
(composite with 
relational files) 

TIME3C.AML 
(composite with 
time stamps) 

1941/1946 

.139 

2.114 

1.422 

1941/1993 1985/1993 

.292 .359 

2.872 3.449 

1. 405 1.414 

Table 4.4 Comparison of response for the graphic display of 
change patterns between two different years. 

AML SAMPLE YEARS (Mean CPU Response Time in Seconds) 

TIME1D.AML 
(single-year, time 
slice coverages) 

TIME2D.AML 
(composite with 
relational files) 

TIME3D.AML 
(composite with 
time stamps) 

1941/1948 

.544 

4.551 

2.822 
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1953/1978 1985/1993 

.608 1.065 

4.782 7.261 

2.787 2.555 



Storage Requirements 

ARC/INFO stores a feature coverage in the computer as a 

directory with a set of files. The directory name is always 

the coverage name (ESRI, 1989). Each file within this 

directory contains information about a particular aspect of 

the coverage, such as X,Y coordinates, node numbers, or user

IDs. Some of the most common files include: 

> AAT - Arc Attribute Table 

> ARC - Arc coordinates and topology 

> ARX - Index file; Companion to ARC files 

> BND - Boundary file 

> LOG - coverage history file 

> TIC - Tic coordinates and IDs 

Since the size of many of these files remains constant, 

regardless of how many actual features (points, lines or 

polygons) are included in the coverage, measurements for 

comparison were obtained from only the AAT, ARC, and ARX 

files. 

The inclusive storage space (for AAT, ARC, and ARX files) 

consumed by the single-year, time slice coverages was totaled 

at 187,700 bytes. The individual size of each line coverage, 

by year, is shown in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5 storage space for single-year time slices . 

Year No. of Links storage Space (Bytes) 

1938 11 1300 

1941 15 1700 

1946 27 2900 

1948 40 4200 

1953 61 6300 

1961 82 8400 

1972 110 11200 

1978 107 10900 

1985 312 31400 

1990 535 53700 

1993 555 55700 

By comparison, the composite coverage, with 769 line 

segments and including eleven relational data files, occupied 

a total of only 88,230 bytes. The reason for this substantial 

difference is obvious when we recall the concept of data 

redundancy. Every single-year time slice (with the exception 

of the first, or base year) must duplicate line segments that 

were present in the previous version, as well as adding new 

ones for that year. The increase in file size becomes 

progressively larger as line segments continue to be 

reproduced. This will develop into a significant problem for 

any spatiotemporal database; as new data become available, a 

growing burden is placed on the computer system•s capacity. 
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Producing Answers to Spatial Questions 

When queries are straightforward (e.g., "What routes 

originated in Atlanta in 1978? 11 ) an answer or graphic display 

is generally easy to produce. The syntax and logic necessary 

to formulate the query are also relatively uncomplicated, and 

Table 4.1 has shown that response time for this precise 

question was fairly rapid. However, when a GIS also includes 

temporal data, the nature of queries and data exploration will 

likely expand and take on a more complex structure. A 

database's capability to respond to specific queries and other 

individual needs of the end-user is of paramount importance to 

the initial design process. Following is a brief comparison 

of the flexibility of this project•s two databases with regard 

to their ability to respond to more complex queries. 

As was mentioned earlier, the single-year time slice 

approach, in its basic form, is unable to respond to a 

question involving a pattern of change. While time slices are 

very effective for the rapid display of a network as it 

appeared on a specific date, their usefulness decreases as the 

complexity of queries increases. Considering that the major 

goal of a spatiotemporal GIS is to provide a method for 

analysis of change, the conventional time slice approach is by 

far the least productive. We can see different patterns in 
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two separate time slices but have no way of understanding the 

processes and underlying events that cause them. 

Temporal range queries are better addressed by the 

composite coverage with its time stamps and relational tables. 

While formulating the query syntax can sometimes be 

challenging (e.g., applying Boolean logic to both attributes 

and multiple ranges of time), this database could resolve 

questions such as: 11What regional commuter routes originating 

from Atlanta were discontinued between 1985 and 1990?" 

Accessing this type of information does involve a longer 

response time, although this inconvenience can be reduced by 

indexing the files. Indexes are references to data location 

that provide better access to stored information and therefore 

have substantial impacts on performance. This strategy is 

planned for future research involving the composite coverage 

database. 

The Menu Interface 

Both individual time slices as well as change patterns 

can be selected for visualization by the end user. This is 

accomplished with a series of point and click menus that are 

cross-referenced to speci fie AML 1 s. These AML 1 s contain 

command sequences necessary to respond to the queries 

involved. The creation of this interface has proven to be the 
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most challenging aspect of the project. In addition to 

formulating complicated logic and syntax for the queries, it 

has been necessary to consider appropriate sequencing for the 

displays as well as an effective overall physical appearance 

for the computer screen. At present, the menu interface is in 

its most basic and elementary form; there are, however, 

definite plans for future development. This is essential if 

we intend to create a product that will supply the user with 

understanding of the processes involved in the evolution of a 

network route system. 

summary 

Implementing these two approaches to database design 

(i.e., time slices and composite) has confirmed many of the 

issues and obstacles referred to in the literature. For 

example, the problem of data redundancy (Armstrong, 1988; 

Langran, 1992a) quickly becomes apparent as we examine the 

sizable storage requirements for the single-year time slice 

coverages. There is also the issue of temporal resolution; 

this applies to both databases since they each incorporated 

the same sequence of route information. Critical changes 

occurred in the u.s. airline industry after deregulation in 

1978. Unfortunately, however, this study leaves an undefined 

gap between 1978 and 1985, the important early years in the 

formation of hub-and-spoke network patterns. Unless interim 
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data can be obtained, some method of temporal interpolation 

(Beller et.al.; 1991) will need to be formulated. At best, 

though, we are still just guessing. 

In general, this study concludes with Langran (1992a) 

that there are many trade-offs to be considered when 

formulating plans for a spatiotemporal GIS. Is storage 

efficiency more important than rapid response time? Is rapid 

response time more valuable than the capability to resolve 

complex queries? What will additional attribute items cost in 

term of storage space? While Langran looks forward to the day 

when an optimum spatiotemporal GIS design can be developed for 

long term, wide range use, at present we must weigh these 

individual trade-off decisions every time we begin a project 

involving temporal data. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Time and the examination of change play important roles 

in geography and in spatial decision-making. It is reasonable 

to suggest that the advent of GIS has improved the way in 

which geographers can analyze data and enlarge their 

understanding of spatial processes. This study has examined 

two methods of incorporating temporal data into a GIS, as well 

as the means of visually displaying responses to queries that 

involve time, location, and attribute. 

The results of the study have confirmed several of the 

issues and limitations discussed in the literature. Among 

these are problems of data redundancy, handling massive 

amounts of combined spatial and temporal data, and designing 

a database capable of responding to application-specific 

queries. Of the two approaches taken, the space-time 

composite provides the most functionality, although many 

unresolved issues remain. A model that appears to work on a 

small test dataset is not necessarily effective for realistic 

geographic data volumes. 
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Suggestions for Further Research 

The database for the space-time composite can provide 

adequate response to investigations of "what", "when", and 

"where", but difficulty occurs when we inquire "why" or "how." 

To be of real value to geographers, a spatiotemporal database 

should be able to provide information on causative factors 

(i.e. , the events behind the changes) . At present, the 

composite coverage does not do this. 

There are several obvious events that can be linked to 

the evolution of Delta•s route system. Of profound relevance 

is the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, which gave airlines 

the freedom to create markets virtually anywhere in the united 

States without government approval. Other legislative acts 

that are significant include the Civil Aeronautics Act of 

1938, and the demise of the civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) on 

December 31, 1984. Since it is important to not only know 

that change has occurred but also to understand why it 

occurred, these events should be associated with the database. 

One suggestion is to have events, and their respective dates, 

available to the user in table form. These could then be 

requested to appear in conjunction with a sequence of time 

slice displays for better understanding of the change patterns 

involved. 
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Other events that could be related to Delta•s network 

evolution, and its choice of locations for hubs, include 

population increases in certain cities, new or expanding 

airport facilities, and the rise or decline of competition. 

These events should be researched and, if applicable, also 

affiliated with the composite database. When patterns of 

spatial change can be linked to events within a GIS, it may be 

possible to forecast future states for the study area. 

The issue of temporal resolution needs to be addressed in 

greater detail. Ideally, data from several intermediate years 

between 1978 and 1985 should be acquired and added to the 

database. This range of time is critical in understanding the 

emergence of hub-and-spoke networks and should not be left to 

interpolation or mere guess work. For other gaps of time, an 

AML program for interpolation will be written and joined to 

the menu interface. 

There are several other pertinent issues not addressed in 

this paper, but none-the-less should be considered in future 

research of spatiotemporal databases. One of these involves 

improving performance and data access with indexing, 

clustering and partitioning (Langran, 1992a). Presently, most 

stored data occupy space on magnetic disk; to respond to 

requests for information, a system must first locate where (on 
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the disk) the desired data are stored. Clustering ideally 

anticipates the groupings in which data will be requested, 

thereby improving performance time. Since theoretically a 

temporal database grows indefinitely, partitioning may also 

become necessary. This involves imposing some type of 

artificial breaks in the data to improve manageability. 

Issues over the validity of GIS constitute an ongoing 

topic for debate within the academic world of geography. Many 

argue that it is indeed a science, while other maintain that 

it is merely a tool that may or may not have value. For good 

or ill, however, GIS has changed the way in which we are able 

to view the world. And while certainly not a panacea for all 

issues of time and space, the emergence of spatiotemporal 

geographic information systems will have a profound effect on 

not only geography, but many other disciplines as well. 
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APPENDIX A 

Time Slices and the Space-Time Composite 
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APPENDIX B 

AML Programs and Menus for the Interface 
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/* Program: ALLCITIES.AML 
I* Purpose: Define an INFO file for XY coordinates 
I* of Delta cities: transfer city information 
I* from a system text file <infile> into the 
I* INFO file: change location values into 
I* decimal degrees: transfer new decimal XY 
I* coordinates into a GENERATE data file and 
I* generate a new ARC/INFO point coverage 
I* of all Delta cities. (Designed to run on 
/* UNIX operating system) 
/*********************************************************** 
/* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 6/30/93 First Version 
I* 
/*********************************************************** 
/* Parameters: 
/* txtfile: an existing system text file containing 
/* city name, city code, ID, and longitude/ 
/* latitude coordinates in degrees and 
/* minutes. 
/*********************************************************** 

&Args txtfile 

/* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

/* Check required arguments and convert to upper case 
/* 
&Do Arg &List txtfile 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: ALLCITIES <txt file> 
&S %Arg% [Translate [Value %Arg%]] 

&End 

/* Create and define items for an INFO file. 
/* 
/* Transfer data from text file into new INFO file 
/* and calculate XY coordinates to decimal degrees 
I* 
/* Move XY coordinates to a new point file 
I* 
&Call Define 

/* Check on the existance of the new point file. 
I* 
&If A [Exists POINTFILE.DAT -FILE] &Then -

&Return &Warning POINTFILE.DAT does not exist 
&End 
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I* Add the word 1 END' to the bottom of the point file. 
I* 
&S fileunit [Open POINTFILE.DAT openstatus -A] 
&If %openstatus% ne o &Then 

&Return Error opening file. 
&If [write %fileunit% END] = o &Then 

&Type Point file ready to generate coverage. 
&S closestat [Close %fileunit%] 
&End 

I* Generate POINT coverage and create topology 
I* 
GENERATE CITIES 
INPUT POINTFILE.DAT 
POINTS 
Q 
BUILD CITIES POINT 

I* Update CITIES.PAT 
I* 
&Call Updatepat 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Define 
I* 
&Routine Define 
&Data ARC INFO 
ARC 
DEFINE CITIES.DAT 
CITY;14;14;C 
APCODE;3;3;C 
ID;3;3;I 
LONG_DEG;3;3;N;O 
LONG_MIN;4;12;F;3 
LAT_DEG;3;3;N;O 
LAT_MIN;4;12;F;3 
X;9;9;N;3 
Y;7;7;N;3 

SELECT CITIES.DAT 
ADD FROM ••l%txtfile% 
CALCULATE LONG_MIN = LONG_MIN I 60 
CALCULATE X = LONG DEG + LONG MIN 
CALCULATE X = X * -1 
CALCULATE LAT_MIN = LAT_MIN I 60 
CALCULATE Y = LAT DEG + LAT MIN 
OUTPUT ··IPOINTFILE.DAT !NIT 
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SELECT CITIES.DAT 
PRINT ID,•,•,x,•,•,Y 
Q STOP 
&END 
&RETURN 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Updatepat 
I* 
&Routine Updatepat 

I* Check on existence of &coverage%.pat 
I* 
&If A [Exists CITIES -POINT] &Then 

&Return &Warning CITIES does not exist. 

I* Define a JOINITEM file to join with CITIES.PAT 
I* so that CITIES.PAT will contain city names 
I* and airport codes (at this point, it does not). 
I* 
&Data ARC INFO 
ARC 
DEFINE JOINFILE.DAT 
CITY;l4;14;C 
APCODE;3;3;C 
CITIES-ID;4;S;B;O 

I* Bring city names and airport codes to JOINFILE.DAT 
I* from the original text file, %txtfile%. 
I* 
SELECT JOINFILE.DAT 
ADD FROM ··l%txtfile% 
Q STOP 
&End 

I* Merge JOINFILE.DAT with CITIES.PAT 
I* 
JOINITEM CITIES.PAT JOINFILE.DAT CITIES.PAT 
CITIES-ID CITIES-ID 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in ALLCITIES.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 

ATTRIBUTE.AML 
Execute an attribute query that has been 
selected from the IIATTRIBUTE.MENU11 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10130193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* item: an attribute item 
I* operator: a logical operator 
I* specsl: an attribute value 
I* and: logical expression 
I* item2: a second attribute 
I* operator2: a logical operator 

or string 
11 and11 or 11or11 

item 

I* specs2: a second attribute value or string 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args item operator specsl and item2 operator2 specs2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List item operator specsl and item2 operator2 specs2 

&If [Null [Value %arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: ATTRIBUTE.AML <item> <operator> -
<specsl> <and> <item2> <operator2> <specs2> 

&End 

&Fullscreen &Popup 

CLEARSELECT 

Resel ROUTES arcs %item% %operator% %specsl% %and% -
%item2% %operator2% %specs2% 
List ROUTES arcs 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine Bailout 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in ATTRIBUTE.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: BEGIN-END.AML 
Purpose: Create "Time Stamps" for the space-time 

composite by determining the year a route 
segment began service and the year it ended. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 7110 93 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* infile: 
I* 
I* 

an existing data file containing all routes, 
their ID numbers, and a history of the years 
each route was in existence. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args infile 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List infile 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning usage: BEGIN-END.AML <in file> 

&End 

I* Check on the existence of parameters 
I* 
&If A [Exists %infile% -FILE] &Then 

&Return &Warning %infile% file does not exist. 

I* Open the files 
I* 
&s wunitl [Open FILEl.DAT werrorl -Write] 
&If %werrorl% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not open file 
&End 

&S runit [Open %infile% rerror -R] 
&If %rerror% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not open %infile% file. 
&End 
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I* Begin reading records from %infile% file 
I* 
&S string1 (Unquote (Read %runit% status]] 
&Do &While %status% = 0 

&S ID (Extract 1 %string1%] 
&S ORG (Extract 2 %string1%] 
&S DEST (Extract 3 %string1%] 
&S a (Extract 4 %string1%] 
&S b (Extract 5 %string1%] 
&S c (Extract 6 %string1%] 
&S d (Extract 7 %string1%] 
&S e (Extract 8 %string1%] 
&S f (Extract 9 %string1%] 
&S g (Extract 10 %string1%] 
&S h (Extract 11 %string1%] 
&S i (Extract 12 %string1%] 
&S j (Extract 13 %string1%] 
&S k (Extract 14 %string1%] 

I* Determine BEGINNING and ENDING years 
I* 
&S years (Trim (Quote %a%%b%%c%%d%%e%%f%%g%%h%%i%%j%%k%] -
-both O] 

&S number (Length %years%] 

&S begin [Substr %years% 1 2] 

&If %number% = 2 &Then &DO 
&S finish (Substr %years% 1 2] 

&End 
&If %number% = 4 &Then &Do 

&S finish (Substr %years% 3 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 6 &Then &Do 

&S finish (Substr %years% 5 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 8 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 7 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 10 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 9 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 12 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 11 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 14 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 13 2] 
&End 
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&If %number% = 16 &Then &Do 
&S finish [Substr %years% 15 2] 

&End 
&If %number% = 18 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 17 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 20 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 19 2] 
&End 
&If %number% = 22 &Then &Do 

&S finish [Substr %years% 21 2] 
&End 

I* Write the beginning and end year to FILE1.DAT 
I* and then repeat the process. 
I* 
&S record %ID%,%ORG%,%DEST%,%begin%,%finish% 

&If [Write %wunit1% [Quote %record%]] ne 0 &Then &Do 
&Return;&Return &Error can not write the line 

&End 

&S string1 [Unquote [Read %runit% status]] 

&End 

I* Close the files 
I* 
&If [Close %wunit1%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return; &Return &Error could not close file 
&End 

&If [Close %runit%] A= o &Then &Do 
&Return;&Return &Error could not close %infile% file 

&End 

&Return 

I··························································· I* Routine: Bailout 

&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in BEGIN-END.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: CHANGE1.AML 
I* Purpose: create a visual display showing 
I* the change patterns between two given years. 
I* Display will show "unchanged" routes, "added" 
I* routes, and 11deleted11 routes, all in 
I* different linecolors. Should be executed in 
I* ARCPLOT. Display window should be positioned 
I* and sized by STARTAP.AML 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 1011193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* color1: for routes that are unchanged 
I* color2: for routes that have been added 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 color1 color2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 color1 color2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: CHANGE1 <year1> <year2> <color1> 
<color2> 

&End 

I* Display the boundary of the map 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY 
mappos LL LL 
linesym S;linecolor S;arcs BOUNDARY 
linesym 1; linecolor %color1% 

CLEARS ELECT 

I* Display the routes that are "Unchanged" 
I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs B1 LE %year1% and E1 GE %year1% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %year1% and E2 GE %year1% 
Resel ROUTES arcs E1 GE %year2% or E2 GE %year2% 

arcs ROUTES 
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CLEARSELECT 

I* Display the routes that have been 11Added11 

I* 
linecolor %color2% 
Resel ROUTES arcs B1 GT %year1% and B1 LE %year2% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 GT %year1% and B2 LE %year2% 

arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Display the routes that were 11Deleted11 

I* 
linecolor 1 
Resel ROUTES arcs B1 LE %year1% and E1 GE %year1% 
Aselect Routes arcs B2 LE %year1% and E2 GE %year1% 
Resel ROUTES arcs E1 LT %year2% 

arcs ROUTES 

I* create a legend for the display 
I* 
linesym 5;linecolor %color1% 
line 8.75 3 9.25 3 
textsize .15 
move 9.5 3;text •unchanged• 
linesym 5;linecolor %color2% 
line 8.75 2.5 9.25 2.5 
move 9.5 2.5;text 1 Added 1 

linesym 5;linecolor 1 
line 8.75 2 9.25 2 
move 9.5 2;text •Deleted• 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine Bailout 

&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in CHANGE1.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 

CHANGE1.MENU 
A form menu created for displaying 
the change patterns between two years. 
The user may point and click to select 
the parameters. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 1011193 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* color1: for routes that are unchanged 
I* color2: for routes that have been added 
I*********************************************************** 
7 change1.menu 

%button4 

Select 1st Year, 19 
%datalist1 

Line Color for 1st Year: 
%choice1 

Select 2nd Year, 19 
%datalist1 1 

Line Color for 2nd Year: 
%choice2 

%button2 
%buttons 
%button3 

Always CLEAR SCREEN 
Before Exit 

%button1 
%button4 BUTTON KEEP 1 START ARCPLOT 1 &R STARTAP.AML 
%datalist1 INPUT YEAR1 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 

•3a• '41' '46' •4a• '53' '61' '72' •1a• •as• •9o• '93' 
%choice1 CHOICE COLOR1 PAIRS -

1 RED 1 1 2 1 1 GREEN 1 1 3 1 1 BLUE 1 1 5 1 1 YELLOW 1 1 7 1 

~datalist1_1 INPUT YEAR2 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 
•3a• '41' '46' •4a• '53' '61' '72' •7a• •as• '90' '93' 

%choice2 CHOICE COLOR2 PAIRS -
'RED' 1 2 1 1 GREEN 1 1 3 1 1 BLUE 1 1 5 1 1 YELLOW' '7' 

%button2 BUTTON KEEP 1 DISPLAY 1 &R CHANGE1 %year1% %year2% 
%color1% %color2% 
%buttonS BUTTON KEEP 1 IDENTIFY ROUTES' &R IDENTIFY ROUTES ARCS 
OD 
%button3 BUTTON KEEP 'CLEAR SCREEN' CLEAR; killmap target 
%button1 BUTTON KEEP 1 EXIT' &RETURN 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: CITY-TO-XY.AML 
Purpose: Convert cities 

coordinates in 
line coverage. 

in an input file to (x,y) 
an output file for GENERATING a 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Shaw, S.L. 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 

1012911990 
712193 

first version 
modified 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* infile: 
I* 
I* xyfile: 
I* 
I* outcover: 

input file name. File contains ID number, 
city of origin, and city of destination. 
an existing file that consists of (x,y) 
coordinates of cities. 
output coverage name. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Variables: 
I* TEMP1.TMP: This file consists of new (x,y) 
I* coordinates of arcs for generating a line 
I* coverage. 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args infile xyfile outcover 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments and convert to upper case 
I* 
&Do arg &List infile xyfile outcover 

&If [Null [Value %arg%]] &Then &Do 
&Call Usage 
&Return &Warning 

&End 
&s %arg% := [Translate [Value %arg%]] 

&End 

I* Check on the existance of parameters 
I* 
&If A [Exists %infile% -FILE] &Then -

&Return &Warning %infile% does not exist. 
&If A [Exists %xyfile% -FILE] &Then -

&Return &Warning %xyfile% does not exist. 
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I* Check on the existance of the %outcover% coverage. 
I* 
&If [Exists %outcover% -ARC] &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error coverage name already exists. 
&End 

I* Clean up temporary files if they were left from previous 
I* runs. 
I* 
&Call Clean file 

I* 
&Type 
&Type Converting cities into x,y coordinates 
&Type 

I* Convert from city to (x,y) 
I* 
&Call Citytoxy 

I* Generate a new LINE coverage from TEMPl.TMP file. 
I* 
&Type 
&Type Generating a new LINE coverage • • • 
&Type 
GENERATE %outcover% 
INPUT TEMPl.TMP 
LINES 
Q 
&Type 
&Type %outcover% line coverage 
successfully. 
&Type 
&Type Building topology, please wait 
&Type 
BUILD %outcover% LINE 

I* Wrap up 
I* 
&Type 

has been 

&Type Cleaning up temporary files • • • 
&Type 
&Call Clean file 

&Return 

generated 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Usage 
I* 
&Routine Usage 
&Type Usage: CITY-TO-XY <in file> <xy_file> <out cover> 
&Return 
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I··························································· I* Routine: Clean file 
I* 
I* Clean up temporary files 
I* 
&Routine Clean file 
&If [Exists TEMP1.TMP -FILE] &Then &Do 

&If [Delete TEMP1.TMP -FILE] A= 0 &Then &Do 
&Return;&Return &Error Could not delete existing 

TEMP1.TMP file. 
&End 

&End 
&Return 

I··························································· I* Routine: Citytoxy 
I* 
I* Read in city from %infile% and read in (x,y) coordinates 
I* from the %xyfile% to create the %outfile%. 
I* 
&Routine Citytoxy 
I* open the files 
I* 
&S wunit := [Open TEMP1.TMP werror -WRITE] 
&If %werror% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not open TEMP1.TMP file. 
&End 

&S unit1 := [Open %infile% rerror1 -read] 
&If %rerror1% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not open %infile% file. 
&End 

I* Read in city and (x,y) coordinates 
I* 
&S string1 := [Unquote [Read %unit1% error1]] 
&Do &While %error1% = o 

&S fflag := o 
&S tflag := o 
&S arc$no := [Extract 1 %string1%] 
&S fromcity := [Extract 2 %string1%] 
&S tocity := [Extract 3 %string1%] 
&s unit2 := [Open %xyfile% rerror2 -READ] 
&If %rerror2% A= 0 &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not read the %xyfile% file. 
&End 

&Label iter one 
&S string2 := [Unquote [Read %unit2% error2]] 
&If %error2% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not read the %xyfile% file. 
&End 
&S city := [Extract 1 %string2%] 
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&If %city% en %fromcity% &Then &Do 
&S fxcoord := (Extract 2 %string2%] 
&S fycoord := (Extract 3 %string2%] 

&S fflag := 1 
&End 
&If %city% en %tocity% &Then &Do 

&S txcoord := (Extract 2 %string2%] 
&S tycoord := (Extract 3 %string2%] 
&s tflag := 1 

&End 
&If %fflag% = 1 and %tflag% = 1 &Then &Goto jump_one 
&Goto iter one 

&Label jump_one 
&S frecord := %fxcoord%,%fycoord% 
&S trecord := %txcoord%,%tycoord% 

&type %frecord% 
&Type %trecord% 
&If (Write %wunit% %arc$no%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not write ARC#. 
&End 
&If (Write %wunit% %frecord%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not write (x,y) of the FROM 
- node. 

&End 
&If (Write %wunit% %trecord%J A= 0 &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not write (x,y) of the TO -
node. 

&End 
&If (Write %wunit% END] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not write END to an arc. 
&End 
&If [Close %unit2%] A= 0 &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not close the %xyfile% file. 
&End 

&S string1 := (Unquote (Read %unit1% error1]] 

&End 

I* Close files 
I* 
&If [Close %unit1%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not close %infile% file. 
&End 
I* 
&If (Write %wunit% END] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not write END to the output -
file. 

&End 
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&If [Close %wunit%] A= o &Then &Do 
&Return;&Return &Error could not close the TEMPl.TMP file. 

&End 

&Return 

/*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in CITY-TO-XY.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

COMPARE2.AML 
create a visual display of 2 route systems 
placed side-by-side in the display window. 
This AML is invoked by the COMPARE2.MENU. 
Map limits correspond to window size defined 
by STARTAP.AML. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10110193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* T1: 
I* T2: 
I* color1: 
I* color2: 

the first year 
the second year 
display color for 
display color for 

the first year 
the second year 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args T1 T2 color1 color2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List T1 T2 color1 color2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: COMPARE2.AML <year_1> <year_2> 
<color1> <color2> 

&End 

map target 

I* Define the map limits for the first year 
I* 
maplimits .01 .01 6 5.9 

I* Create a title 
I* 
textfont 17;textsize .3;textcolor 5 
move 3.5 6;text 'DELTA AIR LINES' 

I* Display the first year 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY 
mappos cen cen 
linesym 5; linecolor 5 
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arcs BOUNDARY 
linesy.m 1;linecolor %color1% 

arcs ROUTES%T1% 
markersy.m 17 
points CITIES%T1% 
annotext ROUTES%T1% 

I* Define the map limits for the second year 
I* 
maplimits 5.25 .01 10.9 5.9 

I* Display the second year 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY 
mappos cen cen 
linesy.m 5; linecolor 5 
arcs BOUNDARY 
linesy.m 1;linecolor %color2% 
arcs ROUTES%T2% 
points CITIES%T2% 
annotext ROUTES%T2% 
&return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 

&Routine Bailout 
&severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in COMPARE2.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Menu: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 

COMAPRE2.MENU 
Displays a form menu for user to 
select parameters to exhibit 2 route 
systems side-by-side. The menu will 
activate COMPARE2.AML. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10110193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

7 compare2.menu 

%button4 

Enter 1st year: 19 
%datalist1 

SELECT A COLOR 
%choice1 

Enter 2nd year: 19 
%datalist2 

SELECT A COLOR 
%choice2 

%buttonl 
%buttons 

Always CLEAR SCREEN 
Before Exit 

%button2 

%button4 BUTTON KEEP 'BEGIN ARCPLOT 1 &R startap.aml 
%datalist1 INPUT T1 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 -

REQUIRED CHOICE -
1 38 1 1 41 1 1 46 1 1 48 1 1 53 1 1 61 1 1 72 1 1 78 1 1 85 1 1 90 1 1 93 1 

%choice1 CHOICE COLOR1 PAIRS -
INITIAL 1 2 1 -

1 RED 1 1 2 1 1 GREEN 1 1 3 1 1 BLUE 1 1 5 1 

%datalist2 INPUT T2 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 
1 38 1 1 41 1 1 46 1 1 48 1 1 53 1 1 61 1 1 72 1 1 78 1 1 85 1 1 90 1 '93' 

%choice2 CHOICE COLOR2 PAIRS -
INITIAL 1 3 1 -

1 RED 1 1 2 1 1 GREEN 1 1 3 1 1 BLUE 1 

%button1 BUTTON KEEP 1 DISPLAY 1 

%color1% %color2% 

I 5 I 

&RUN COMPARE2.AML %T1% %T2% 

%buttonS BUTTON KEEP 1 CLEAR SCREEN' CLEAR; KILLMAP target 
%button2 BUTTON KEEP RETURN 1 EXIT 1 &Return 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

COMPARE4.AML 
create a visual display of 4 route systems 
placed in the same display window. This AML 
is invoked by the COMPARE4.MENU. Map limits 
correspond to window size defined by 
STARTAP.AML. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10120193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* T1: the 
I* T2: the 
I* T3: the 
I* T4: the 

first year 
second year 
third year 
fourth year 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args T1 T2 T3 T4 

I* Error handling 
I* &severity &Error &Routine Bailout 

map TARGET 

I* Define map limits and display the first year 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY 
mappos cen cen 
maplimits .01 3.5 6.5 7 
linesym 5;linecolor 5;arcs BOUNDARY 
linesym 1;linecolor 3;arcs ROUTES%T1% 
markersym 17;points CITIES%T1%;annotext ROUTES%T1% 

I* Define map limits and display the second year 
I* 
maplimits 5.25 3.5 10.9 7 
linesym 5;linecolor 5;arcs BOUNDARY 
linesym 1;linecolor ?;arcs ROUTES%T2% 
points CITIES%T2%; annotext ROUTES%T2% 

I* Define map limits and display the third year 
I* 
maplimits .01 .01 6 3.5 
linesym 5;linecolor 5;arcs BOUNDARY 
linesym 1;linecolor 2;arcs ROUTES%T3% 
points CITIES%T3%;annotext ROUTES%T3% 
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I* Define map limits and display the fourth year 
I* 
maplimits 5.25 .01 10.9 3.5 
linesym 5;linecolor 5;arcs BOUNDARY 
linesym 1;linecolor 5;arcs ROUTES%T4% 
points CITIES%T4%;annotext ROUTES%T4% 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 

&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in COMPARE4.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Menu: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 

COMPARE4.MENU 
Displays a form menu for the user to 
select 4 different years. The menu will 
activate COMPARE4.AML to display the route 
systems from the 4 selected years. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10110193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

7 compare4.menu 

SELECT THE 4 YEARS: 

%datalist1 
%datalist2 
%datalist3 
%datalist4 

%button1 
%button2 

Always CLEAR SCREEN 
Before EXIT 

%button3 

%datalist1 INPUT T1 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 
1 38' '41' 1 46 1 1 48 1 1 53 1 1 61 1 1 72 1 1 78 1 1 85 1 1 90 1 1 93 1 

%datalist2 INPUT T2 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 
1 38 1 1 41 1 1 46 1 1 48' '53' '61' 1 72 1 1 78 1 1 85 1 1 90' 1 93' 

%datalist3 INPUT T3 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 
1 38 1 1 41 1 1 46 1 1 48 1 1 53 1 1 61 1 1 72 1 1 78 1 1 85 1 1 90 1 1 93 1 

%datalist4 INPUT T4 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 
1 38 1 1 41 1 1 46 1 1 48 1 1 53 1 1 61 1 1 72 1 1 78 1 1 85 1 1 90 1 1 93 1 

%button1 BUTTON KEEP 'DISPLAY' &R COMPARE4 %T1% %T2% %T3% %T4% 
%button2 BUTTON KEEP 'CLEAR SCREEN' CLEAR;killmap target 
%button3 BUTTON KEEP 1 EXIT 1 &RETURN 
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I* Program: CREATE-CITY-INDEX.AML 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 

create an index value for each city in the 
database. Index is equal to number of direct 
flight connections from that city in a given 
year. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 9124193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* infile: 
I* 
I* 
I* T: 

An existing data file containing the 
3 letter codes for the cities present 
during a given year. 
The given year 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args infile T 

I* Error Handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine &Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguements and convert to upper case 
I* 
&Do Arg &List T Infile 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then &Do 
&Call Usage 
&Return &Warning 

&End 
&S %arg% [Translate [Value %arg%]] 

&End 

/* Open the files 
I* 
&S Wunit [Open INDEX%T% statusw -write] 
&If %statusw% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not open file 
&End 

&S Unit1 [Open %Infile% statusr -Read] 
&If %statusr% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not open %Infile% 
&End 
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I* Get into ARCEDIT 
I* 
arcedit 
ec ROUTES%T% 
editfeature arc 

I* Read 3-letter airport code from Infile and write to 
I* Index%T% 
I* 
&S city [Translate [Read %Unitl% errorl]] 

&Do &While %errorl% = o 

I* Select the routes to the city and add that number to 
I* Index%T% 
I* 
Select OD en [QUOTE %city%] 
&S number [Show Number Select] 
&S string %city%,%number% 

&If [Write %Wunit% [Quote %string%]] A= 0 &Then &Do 
&Return;&return &Error could not write the line 

&End 

&S city [Read %Unitl% errorl] 
&End 

I* Close the files 
I* 
&If [Close %Wunit%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&return &Error could nor close Index%T% file 
&End 
&If [Close %Unitl%] A- 0 &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not close %Infile% file 
&End 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Usage 
&Routine Usage 
&Type Usage: CREATE-CITY-INDEX <T> <infile> 
&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in CREATE-CITY-INDEX.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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/* Program: 
/* Purpose: 
/* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

CREATE-DIFF-YRS.AML 
Find line segments from the input file which were 
present on the network during specific years. 
write these segments (ID's, origin/Destination) 
to a new file. This new file will then be used 
with CITY-TO-XY.AML to generate individual 
ARC/INFO line coverages for each specific year 
in the study. 

I* 
/*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
/* Donnelly, J.D. 8-18-93 First Version 
I* 
/*********************************************************** 
/* Parameters: 
/* infile: 
I* 
I* 
I* year: 
I* 

the data file containing all routes, their 
ID numbers, and a history of years each 
segment was present 
the year for which a new file is being 
created 

I* 
/*********************************************************** 
/* Variables: 
/* T%year%.DAT: This file will contain the Arc-ID, 
/* Origin, and Destination for every segment 
/* present during the specified year. 
I* 
/*********************************************************** 

&Args infile year 

/* Error Handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

/* Check required arguments and convert to upper case 
/* 
&Do Arg &List infile year 

&If [Null (Value %arg%]] &Then &Do 
&Call Usage 
&Return &Warning 

&End 
&s %arg% (Translate (Value %arg%]] 

&End 

/* Check on existence of parameters 
I* 
&If A (Exists %infile% -File] &Then -

&Retunr &Warning %infile% file does not exist. 
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I* Open a new file 
I* 
&s wunit (open T%year%.DAT werror -w] 
&If %werror% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error Could not open T%year%.DAT file. 
&End 

I* Determine which string to extract based on the 
I* desired year. 
I* 
&If %year% 38 &Then &Do 

&S seg 4 
&End 
&If %year% = 41 &Then &Do 

&S seg 5 
&End 
&If %year% = 46 &Then &Do 

&s seg 6 
&End 
&If %year% = 48 &Then &Do 

&s seg 7 
&End 
&If %year% = 53 &Then &Do 

&S seg 8 
&End 
&If %year% = 61 &Then &Do 

&S seg 9 
&End 
&If %year% = 72 &Then &Do 

&S seg 10 
&End 
&If %year% = 78 &Then &Do 

&S seg 11 
&End 
&If %year% = 85 &Then &Do 

&S seg 12 
&End 
&If %year% = 90 &Then &Do 

&S seg 13 
&End 
&If %year% = 93 &Then &Do 

&S seg 14 
&End 

I* Open the infile 
I* 
&s runit (open %infile% rerror -r] 
&If %rerror% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not open %infile% file. 
&End 
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&Label read line 

I* Read the first line of the file 
I* 
&s stringl [unquote [read %runit% errorl]] 

&Do &While %errorl% = o 

&S ID [Extract 1 %stringl%] 
&S o [Extract 2 %stringl%] 
&S D [Extract 3 %stringl%] 
&S YR [Extract %seg% %stringl%] 

&If %YR% = o &Then &Goto read line 
&Else 

&S record %ID%,%O%,%D% 

&If [Write %wunit% [Quote %record%]] ne o &Then &Do 
&Return;&Return &Error can not write the line 
&End 

&S stringl [Unquote [Read %runit% errorl]] 

&End 

I* Close the files 
I* 
&If [Close %wunit%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error cound not close T%year%.DAT file. 
&End 

&If [Close %runit%] A= 0 &Then &Do 
&Return;&Return &Error could not close the %infile% file. 

&End 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in CREATE-DIFF-YRS.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: DISPLAY1.AML 
I* Purpose: Display the routes for a single year 
I* in ARCPLOT 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly. J.D. 10120193 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* T: the year to display 
I* color: linecolor for the display 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args T color 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List T color 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: DISPLAY1 <year_1> <color> 

&End 

map target 

I* Display the boundary 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY 
mappos cen cen; maplimits .1 .1 10 7 
linesym 5; linecolor 5 
arcs BOUNDARY 

I* Display the route and the cities 
I* 
linesym 1;linecolor %color% 
arcs ROUTES%T% 
markersymbol 17; points CITIES%T% 

annotext routes%T% 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in DISPLAY1.AML 
&Return:&Return &Error 
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I* Menu: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 

DISPLAY1.MENU 
Introduces a form menu for user to select 
parameters for the display of one route 
system. The menu will activate 
DISPLAY1.AML 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10120193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

7 display1.menu 

DISPLAY A SINGLE ROUTE 

%button4 

Enter the year: 19 
%datalist1 

SELECT A COLOR 
%choice1 

%button1 
%buttons 
%button6 
%button2 

Always CLEAR SCREEN 
Before Exit 

%button3 

%button4 BUTTON KEEP 1 START ARCPLOT 1 &R startap.aml 
%datalist1 INPUT T 14 TYPEIN NO SCROLL YES ROWS 4 CHOICE 

•3a• '41' '46' '48' •s3• '61' '72' •1a• •as• •9o• '93' 
%choice1 CHOICE COLOR PAIRS -

1 RED 1 1 2 1 1 GREEN 1 1 3 1 1 BLUE 1 1 5 1 1 YELLOW 1 1 7 1 

%button1 BUTTON KEEP 1 DISPLAY ROUTES' &run display1.AML %T% 
%color% 
%buttonS BUTTON KEEP 'IDENTIFY ROUTES' &R IDENTIFY ROUTES%T% 
ARCS OD 
%button6 BUTTON KEEP 'IDENTIFY CITIES' 

&RUN IDENTIFY C.AML CITIES%T% POINTS CITY 
%but ton2 BUTTON KEEP RETURN 1 CLEAR SCREEN 1 CLEAR; ki llmap 
target 
%button3 BUTTON KEEP RETURN 1 EXIT 1 &RETURN 
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/* Program: 
/* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

HUB.AML 
Show the development of Delta's 
4 main hubs [Atlanta, Dallas/Ft. worth, 
Cincinnati, and Salt Lake city]. Display 
proceeds year-by-year with programmed 
pauses in between. 

/* 
/*********************************************************** 
/* History: 
/* Donnelly, J.D . 11/2/93 First Version 
I* 
/*********************************************************** 

/* Display the Boundary and Title 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY;maplimits .1 .1 10.5 7 
mappos cen cen 
linesym 5;linecolor 5;arcs BOUNDARY 
textfont 17;textsize .3;textcolor 5;move 3.0 6.5 
text 1 DELTA AIR LINES HUBS' 

/* Display the four hubs 
I* 
Resel CITIES points APCODE CN 1 ATL 1 OR APCODE CN 1 DFW 1 -

OR APCODE CN 1 CVG 1 OR APCODE CN 1 SLC 1 

markersym 69;points cities 

&system sleep 6 

/* Begin display of the routes to each hub 
I* 
move 6.5 .75;text 1 1938 1 

Resel ROUTES38 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

linesym 1;linecolor 7;arcs ROUTES38 

&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1938 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1941' 
Resel ROUTES41 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

arcs ROUTES41;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES41 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

linecolor 5;arcs ROUTES41; 

&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1941 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1946 1 

Resel ROUTES46 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

arcs ROUTES46; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES46 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

linecolor 7;arcs ROUTES46 
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&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1946' 
textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1948 1 

Resel ROUTES48 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

arcs ROUTES48;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES48 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

linecolor 5; arcs ROUTES48 

&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text '1948 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1953 1 

Resel ROUTES53 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

arcs ROUTES53;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES53 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

linecolor 7;arcs ROUTES53 

&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1953 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1961 1 

Resel ROUTES61 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

arcs ROUTES61; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES61 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

linecolor 5;arcs ROUTES61 

&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1961 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1972 1 

Resel ROUTES72 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

arcs ROUTES72; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES72 arcs OD CN 1 DFW 1 

linecolor 3; arcs ROUTES72; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES72 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

linecolor 7;arcs ROUTES72 

&system sleep 2 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1972 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1978 1 

Resel ROUTES78 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

arcs ROUTES78;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES78 arcs OD CN 1 DFW 1 

linecolor 3; arcs ROUTES78; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES78 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

linecolor 5;arcs ROUTES78 

&system sleep 6 
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textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1978 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1985 1 

Resel ROUTES85 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

arcs ROUTES85;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES85 arcs OD CN 1 DFW 1 

linecolor 3;arcs ROUTES85; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES85 arcs OD CN 1 SLC 1 

linecolor 6;arcs ROUTES85;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES85 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

linecolor 7;arcs ROUTES85 

&system sleep 5 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1985 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1990 1 

Resel ROUTES90 arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

arcs ROUTES90; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES90 arcs OD CN 1 DFW 1 

linecolor 3; arcs ROUTES90; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES90 arcs OD CN 1 SLC 1 

linecolor 6;arcs ROUTES90;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES90 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

linecolor 5;arcs ROUTES90 

&system sleep 3 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1990 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text '1993 1 

resel ROUTES93 arcs OD CN 1 CVG 1 

arcs ROUTES93;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES93 arcs OD CN 1 DFW 1 

linecolor 3;arcs ROUTES93;clearsel 
Resel ROUTES93 arcs OD CN 1 SLC 1 

linecolor 6;arcs ROUTES93; clearsel 
Resel ROUTES93 arcs OD CN 1 ATL' 
linecolor 7;arcs ROUTES93 

&Return 
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I* Program: IDENTIFY.AML 
I* Purpose: Interactive query of graphic features 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10125193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* cover: the name of the coverage 
I* feature: arcs, points, or polys 
I* item: item from attribute table 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args cover, feature, item 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List cover feature item 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: IDENTIFY <cover> <feature> {item} 

&End 

&Type Enter 9 key to exit. 

searchtolerance 4000 

&Do &Until %pnt$key% = 9 
&Getpoint &Map &Current 
&If [Null %item%] &Then 
identify %cover% %feature% %pnt$x% %pnt$y% 

&Else 
identify %cover% %feature% %pnt$x% %pnt$y% %item% 

&End 

&Return 
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I* Menu: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 

MAIN.MENU 
Displays a pulldown menu for initial 
to different functions involving the 
spatiotemporal database. 

access 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 1015193 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

1 Main Pulldown Menu 

INTRODUCTION &popup intro.txt 

'ATTRIBUTE QUERY' &menu attribute &stripe 'ATTRIBUTE QUERY' -
&Pos &Left &Display 

'GRAPHIC QUERY' 
'DISPLAY SINGLE YEAR' &menu display1 &Pos &Left &Display 
'DISPLAY MULTIPLE YEARS 1 &menu multiple &Pos &Left &Display 
'DISPLAY SINGLE CHANGE PATTERN' &menu change1 &Pos &Left -

&Display 
'DISPLAY MULTIPLE CHANGE PATTERNS' &menu change2 &Pos -

&Left &Display 

'POSSIBLE QUERIES' &menu query &Pos &Left &Display 

'NETWORK EVOLUTION' 
1 ROUTES 1 &menu progression &Pos &Left &Display 
1 HUBS 1 &menu hub &Pos &Left &Display 

EXIT &return 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: OD.AML 
Purpose: Append the Origin/Destination airport 

codes to each arc record in the composite 
coverage. 

I* 
/*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
/* Donnelly, J.D. 7/22/93 First Version 
I* 
/*********************************************************** 
/* Parameters: 
/* infile: the data file containing all route 
/* segments, ID numbers, city pairs 
/* of origin/destination, and history. 
/*********************************************************** 
I* Variables: 
/* NEWFILE.DAT: 
I* 
I* 

this file is the same as 
%infile% but with different 
syntax [ 1 instead of , ] 

I* 
/*********************************************************** 

&Args infile 

I* Error Handling 
I* 
&severity &Error &Routine &Bailout 

/* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List infile 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: OD.AML <infile> 

&End 

I* Check on existence of parameters 
I* 
&If A [Exists %infile% -FILE] &Then 

&Return &Warning %infile% file does not exist. 

/* Open the files 
I* 
&S Wunit [Open NEWFILE.DAT Statusw -W] 
&If %Statusw% A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could Not Open the New file. 
&End 

&S Unit1 [Open %infile% status1 -R] 
&If %Status1% NE o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could Not Open %infile% file 
&End 
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I* Read first line of the file 
I* 
&S string1 [Read %Unit1% Error1] 
&Do &While %error1% = o 

&S ID [Extract 1 %String1%] 
&S o [Extract 2 %String1%] 
&S D [Extract 3 %String1%] 

&S record %ID%,%O%/%D% 
&If [Write %Wunit% [Quote %record%]] NE o &Then &Do 

&Return;Return &Error cannot Write The Line 
&End 

&S String1 [Read %Unit1% error1] 
&End 

/*Close the Files 
I* 
&If [Close %Wunit%] A= 0 &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not close the file. 
&End 
&If [Close %Unit1%] A= o &Then &Do 

&Return;&Return &Error could not close %infile% file. 
&End 

/* Create an INFO data file to merge with AAT of the 
I* composite coverage 
/* 
&Data ARC INFO;ARC 
DEFINE ROUTES.DAT 
ROUTES-ID;4;5;B;O 
OD;7;7;C 

SELECT Routes.dat 
ADD FROM •• jNEWFILE.DAT 
Q STOP 
&End 

JOINITEM Routes.AAT Routes.dat Routes.AAT ROUTES-ID ROUTES-ID 
&Return 
/*********************************************************** 
/* Routine Bailout 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in OD.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
/* 
/* 
I* 

PROGRESSION.AML 
This AML is designed to run a continuous 
display of the development of the route 
system, year-by-year, with a programmed 
pause between years. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 1111193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* speed: length of pause, in seconds, between years 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args speed 

I* Display the boundary and title 
I* 
mape BOUNDARY 
maplimits .1 .1 11 7 
mappos cen cen 
linesym 5;linecolor 5 
arcs BOUNDARY 
textfont 17 
textcolor 5;textsize .3;move 3.5 6.5 
text 'DELTA AIR LINES' 

I* Begin continuous display of routes 
I* 
linesym 1;linecolor 2 
arcs routes38 
textfont 17 
textsize .3;textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text '1938' 
markersym 17; points cities38 

&system sleep %speed% 

arcs routes41;points cities41 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1938' 
textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text '1941' 

&system sleep %speed% 

arcs routes46;points cities46 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text '1941' 
textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text '1946' 

&system sleep %speed% 
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arcs routes48;points cities48 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1946 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1948 1 

&system sleep %speed% 

arcs routes53;points cities53 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1948 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1953 1 

&system sleep %speed% 

arcs routes61;points cities61 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1953 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1961 1 

&system sleep %speed% 

arcs routes72;points cities72 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1961 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1972 1 

&system sleep %speed% 
textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1972 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1978 1 

arcs routes78;points cities78 

&system sleep %speed% 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1978 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1985 1 

arcs routes85;points cities85 

&system sleep %speed% 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1985 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1990 1 

arcs routes90;points cities90 

&system sleep %speed% 

textcolor 8;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1990 1 

textcolor 5;move 6.5 .75;text 1 1993 1 

arcs routes93;points cities93 

&return 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 

STARTAP.AML 
start up a session of ARCPLOT, 
position and size the display window. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 1015193 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

ARC PLOT 

Disp 9999 Size 900 650 Pos o o Screen 250 200 

&Fullscreen &Popup 

&Return 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: TIME1A.AML 
Purpose: Determine CPU time for data retrieval on single

year time slice coverages using the following 
query: 

"How many route segments originated in Atlanta 
in 19 ? 11 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10115 93 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year: the year in question 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &list year 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIMElA.AML <year> 

&End 

I* Select the routes 
I* 
resel ROUTES%year% arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

CLEARS ELECT 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME1A.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

TIME2A.AML 
Determine CPU time for data retrieval on the 
composite coverage (with relational files), 
using the following query: 

11How many route segments originated in Atlanta 
in 19 ? 11 

I* Note: Always restore the relate environment 
I* first with the command: 
I* ARCPLOT>RELATE RESTORE ROUTES.REL 

I··························································· I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10115193 First Version 

I··························································· I* Parameters: 
I* year: the year in question 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check for required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME2A.AML <year> 

&End 

I* Select the routes 
I* 
resel ROUTES arcs OD CN 1 ATL 1 and T%year%11ROUTES-ID GT 0 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

CLEARS ELECT 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME2A.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

TIME3A.AML 
Determine CPU time for data retrieval on the 
composite coverage (with time stamps) for: 

11How many route segments originated in Atlanta 
in 19 ? 11 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10115193 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year: the year in question 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguements 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME3A.AML <year> 

&End 

I* Select the routes 
I* 
Resel Routes arcs B1 LE %year% and E1 GE %year% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %year% and E2 GE %year% 
Resel ROUTES arcs OD en 'ATL 1 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

CLEARSELECT 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME3.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: TIME1B.AML 
Purpose: Determine CPU time for a query using single year 

time slice coverages. 

I* "How many segments were added between 19 and 
I* 19_?" 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10115193 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME1B.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

I* Select the routes and calculate the difference 
I* 
Resel ROUTES%year1% arcs ROUTES%year1%-ID GT 0 
&S first [Extract 1 [Show select ROUTES%year1% line]] 
CLEARSELECT 
Resel ROUTES%year2% arcs ROUTES%year2%-ID gt 0 
&S second [Extract 1 [Show select routes%year2% line]] 
&Type [Calc %second% - %first%] 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

CLEARSELECT 

&Return 
I*********************************************************** 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME1B.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

TIME2B.AML 
Determine CPU time for a query using composite 
coverage (with relational files) 

11How many segments were added between 19 
and 19 ? 11 

Note: Execute in ARCPLOT. Restore relate 
environment [RELATE RESTORE ROUTES.REL] 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10115193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args yearl year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME2B.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

I* Select the routes and calculate the difference 
I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year1%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 

&S first [Extract 1 [Show select routes line]] 

CLEARSELECT 

Resel ROUTES arcs T%year2%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 

&S second [Extract 1 [Show select routes line]] 

&Type [Calc %second% - %first%] 
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I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

CLEARS ELECT 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME2B.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

TIME3B.AML 
Determine CPU time for a query using composite 
coverage (with time stamps) 

"How many segments were added between 19 
19 ? 11 

and 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10115193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME3B.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

I* Select routes and calculate the difference 
I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs B1 LE %year1% and E1 GE %year1% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %year1% and E2 GE %year1% 

&s first [Extract 1 [Show select routes line]] 

CLEARS ELECT 

Resel ROUTES arcs B1 LE %year2% and E1 GE %year2% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %year2% and E2 GE %year2% 

&S second [Extract 1 [Show select routes line]] 

&Type [Calc %second% - %first%] 

CLEARSELECT 
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I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine : Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME3B.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: TIME1C.AML 
I* Purpose: Determine CPU time required for a visual display 
I* using single-year time slices. Display one 
I* network directly on top of another, each in a 
I* different linecolor. 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10117193 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME1C.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

I* Display networks from the 2 years 
I* 
mapextent BOUNDARY 
linecolor 2 
arcs ROUTES%year1% 
linecolor 3 
arcs ROUTES%year2% 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&severity &Error &Ignore 
&severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME1C.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: TIME2C.AML 
I* Purpose: Determine CPU time needed for visual displays 
I* using composite coverage. Display one route 
I* network directly on top of another, each in a 
I* different linecolor. 
I* Note: Run in ARCPLOT. Restore relate 
I* environment first. RELATE RESTORE ROUTES.REL 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10117193 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I*********************************************************** 
&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME2C.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

I* Display networks from the 2 years 
I* 
mapextent BOUNDARY 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year1%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 
linecolor 2;arcs ROUTES 
CLEARS ELECT 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year2%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 
linecolor 3;arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME2C.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: TIME3C.AML 
Purpose: Determine CPU time needed for visual displays 

using composite coverage (with Time Stamps). 
Display one route network directly on top 
of another, each in a different linecolor. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10/17/93 First Version 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* yearl: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args yearl year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List yearl year2 

&IF [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME3C.AML <yearl> <year2> 

&End 

mapextent BOUNDARY 
Resel ROUTES arcs Bl LE %yearl% and El GE %yearl% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %yearl% and E2 GE %yearl% 
linecolor 2;arcs ROUTES 
CLEARS ELECT 
Resel ROUTES arcs Bl LE %year2% and El GE %year2% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %year2% and E2 GE %year2% 
linecolor J;arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
&Routine Bailout 
&severity &Error &Ignore 
&severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME3C.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* Program: 
I* Purpose: 
I* 
I* 
I* 

TIME1D.AML 
Determine CPU time required for 
the screen display of a change pattern 
between 2 different years. This AML uses 
the single-year time slices. 

I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10117193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&DO Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME1D.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

mapextent BOUNDARY 

CLEARS ELECT 

I* Display routes that are "unchanged" 
I* 
Resel ROUTES%year2% arcs B1 LE %year1% and El GE %year2% 
linecolor 2;arcs ROUTES%year2% 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Display routes that have been 11added 11 

I* 
Resel ROUTES%year2% arcs B1 GT %year1% 
linecolor 3;arcs ROUTES%year2% 

CLEARS ELECT 
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I* Display routes that have been "deleted" 
I* 
Resel ROUTES%yearl% arcs El LT %year2% 
Linecolor 1; arcs ROUTES%yearl% 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIMElD.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 
I* 

Program: TIME2D.AML 
Purpose: Determine CPU time required fo r the screen 

display of a change pattern between 2 
different years. This AML uses the 
composite coverage (with relational files ). 
Restore the relate environment first: 
RELATE RESTORE ROUTES.REL 

I* 
/******************************************************** *** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10117193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &Then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME2D.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

mapextent BOUNDARY 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Display the routes that are "unchanged" 
I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year1%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year2%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 
linecolor 2;arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Display routes that have been "added" 
I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year2%/IROUTES-ID GT 0 
Unselect ROUTES arcs T%year1%1/ROUTES-ID GT 0 
linecolor 3;arcs ROUTES 
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CLEARSELECT 

I* Display routes that have been 11deleted11 

I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%year2%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 
Nselect ROUTES arcs 
Resel ROUTES arcs T%yearl%IIROUTES-ID GT 0 
Linecolor 1; arcs ROUTES 

CLEARS ELECT 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME2D.AML 
&Return;&return &Error 
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I* Program: TIME3D.AML 
I* Purpose: Determine CPU time required for the screen 
I* display of a change pattern between 2 
I* different years. This AML uses the 
I* composite coverage (with Time Stamps). 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* History: 
I* Donnelly, J.D. 10117193 First Version 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 
I* Parameters: 
I* year1: the first year 
I* year2: the second year 
I* 
I*********************************************************** 

&Args year1 year2 

I* Error handling 
I* 
&Severity &Error &Routine Bailout 
&Type 

I* Check required arguments 
I* 
&Do Arg &List year1 year2 

&If [Null [Value %Arg%]] &then 
&Return &Warning Usage: TIME3D.AML <year1> <year2> 

&End 

mapextent BOUNDARY 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Display routes that are 11unchanged11 

I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs B1 LE %year1% and E1 GE %year1% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 LE %year1% and E2 GE %year1% 
Resel ROUTES arcs E1 GE %year2% or E2 GE %year2% 
linecolor 2; arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Display routes that have been 11added11 

I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs B1 GT %year1% and B1 LE %year2% 
Aselect ROUTES arcs B2 GT %year1% and B2 LE %year2% 
linecolor 3; arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 
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I* Display routes that have been deleted 
I* 
Resel ROUTES arcs Bl LE %yearl% and El GE %yearl% 
Aselect Routes arcs B2 LE %yearl% and E2 GE %yearl% 
Resel ROUTES arcs El LT %Year2% 
linecolor 1; arcs ROUTES 

CLEARSELECT 

I* Time the process 
I* 
&PT &ON 

&Return 

I*********************************************************** 
I* Routine: Bailout 
I* 
&Routine Bailout 
&Severity &Error &Ignore 
&Severity &Warning &Ignore 
&Messages &On 
&Type \An error has occured in TIME3D.AML 
&Return;&Return &Error 
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